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A B S T R A C T 
PLANAR ALGEBRA OF FAMILIES OF SUBFACTORS 
by 
PARAMITA DAS 
University of New Hampshire, September, 2008 
The standard invariant is an object that classifies a fairly general class of subfactors 
and was reformulated by Vaughan Jones as 'planar algebras'. We compute the planar 
algebra of two families of subfactors arising out of actions of finitely generated groups on 
a Hi factor in an attempt to see whether this class can be enlarged. This is a joint work 




The standard invariant is a mathematical object that captures a lot of information about 
a subfactor and can be portrayed in a number of seemingly quite different ways. For 
example, it has descriptions as a certain category of bimodules ([25], see also [3]), as a 
lattice of algebras ([26]), or as a planar algebra ([16]). Jones' planar algebra technol-
ogy has become a very efficient tool to capture and analyze the standard invariant of a 
subfactor. 
Our aim is to use planar algebra methods to investigate subfactor-theoretic properties 
like amenability, strong amenability, property (T) etc. The hope is to determine a class 
of subfactors (possibly larger than the class of amenable subfactors) for which the stan-
dard invariant is a complete invariant. It is already known (see [26]) that the standard 
invariant classifies the amenable subfactors. To achieve this goal, we plan to investigate 
these properties for two well-known families of subfactors arising out of action of finitely 
generated groups. Finding the planar algebra seems to be the first step towards this goal, 
and this is what has been accomplished so far. 
A brief chapter-wise summary of the contents of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 
2 consists entirely of preliminaries. Section 1 gives a brief outline of subfactor theory. 
Section 2 is devoted to planar algebras. This is central to the understanding of the planar 
algebra techniques involved in the proofs given here. 
Chapters 3 and 4 constitute the core of the thesis. 
In Chapter 3 we find the planar algebra of the diagonal subfactor , which is defined 
as follows. Starting with a finite set {9i\iei of automorphisms of a II\ factor N we 
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consider the inclusion N C Mj(N) where an element x e N sits in Mi(N) diagonally 
with the i-th diagonal element being given by Oi(x). It turns out that the action of the 
planar tangles depends on the 3-cocycle obstruction to lifting the group generated by 0$ 
in Oul(N) to Aut(N). When the obstruction is trivial, this planar algebra matches with 
Jones's example of planar algebra associated to finitely generated group. 
In Chapter 4 we consider the subfactors constructed by composing the fixed-point 
subalgebra inclusion and the crossed product algebra inclusion with respect to the outer 
actions of two finite groups H and K on a II\ factor P - that is, PH C P x K. They 
are referred as Bisch-Haagerup subfactors in the literature. Assuming that the group 
G =< H, K >Aut(P) intersects trivially with the inner automorphisms there is a nice 
prescription for defining the standard invariant in terms of the two finite subgroups which 
is in fact a characterization, i.e., any subfactor N C M with such a standard invariant 
must necessarily look like PH C P xi K for an intermediate subfactor P (on which there 
are outer actions of the groups H and K). The planar algebra of such a subfactor turns 
out to be an example of IRF planar algebras (IRF stands for Interaction 'Round a Face), 
i.e., words in G with entries coming from the two subgroups alternately whose product 
is the identity element of the group form a basis for planar algebra and the action of a 
tangle can be read off from the boundary of the faces in the tangle. Once we drop the 
assumption, the planar algebra becomes heavily dependent on the obstruction (which is 
again a 3-cocycle) that arises when one tries to lift < H,K >out(P) to Aut(P). However, 
the exact IRF-structure is yet to be determined. After this is accomplished we hope to be 
able to identify a class of the Bisch-Haagerup subfactors, together with a prescribed action 
of the group, for which the planar algebra is a complete invariant and then check whether 
we get something outside the class of amenable subfactors. Eventually, this might lead to 




This chapter consists mainly of preliminaries. The first section covers the subfactor theory 
prerequisites. The second section is a brief overview of Planar Algebras. 
2.1 Subfactors 
In the first section of this chapter we recapitulate some basic facts in subfactor theory. 
Most of the material included here can be found in [20], [31] and [19]. 
2.1.1 Hi factors 
We briefly survey the theory of II\ factors. In order to define Il\ factors we need to start 
from von Neumann algebras. A von Neumann algebra M is a self-adjoint subalgebra of 
bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space which is closed in the topology of point-wise 
convergence. There is also an abstract definition of a von Neumann algebra which does 
not depend on its concrete realisation as operators on some Hilbert space. M is said to 
be a von Neumann algebra if it is a C* algebra and there exists a Banach space, say M* 
, such that M is isometrically isomorphic as Banach space to the dual of M*. 
Projection operators - i.e., elements of M of the form p — p2 = p* play a very 
important role in the theory of von Neumann algebras. The linear span of projections is 
a dense subspace, and in fact the classification of von Neumann algebras depend heavily 
on the properties of its projections. 
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Two projections p and q are said to be (Murray-von Neumann) equivalent - written 
p ~ q - if there exists an element u € M such that uu* = p and u*u — q. There is a 
natural ordering among projections given by containment of their ranges - i.e., q < p if 
ran(q) C ran(p). The set of equivalence classes of projections in M, denoted by V(M), 
has the structure of a lattice. 
A factor is a von Neumann algebra with trivial center. In a factor M, V(M) is a totally 
ordered set - given two projections p and q , we can always find two other projections in 
their respective equivalence classes which can be compared. 
There are two important properties of projections that need to be described at this 
point. A projection p is said to be finite if for any projection q, we have p ~ g < p = > g = p. 
In other words, a finite projection is one which is not equivalent to any of its proper 
subprojections. 
A projection is said to be minimal if it does not have a proper subprojection. 
A factor is said to be of type II\ if it does not contain minimal non-zero projections 
and if all its non-zero projections are finite. 
Factors of type II\ always come equipped with a normalized trace. In fact, there is 
something more - there is a unique linear functional tr which is 
(i) faithful, i.e., tr(x*x) ^ 0 if x ^ 0, 
(ii) normal, i.e., a-weakly continuous (<x-weak topology is same as the weak * topology 
on M gotten from M»), 
(hi) tracial, i.e., tr(xy) = tr(yx), 
(iv) and is a state, i.e., tr(x*x) > 0 and tr(l) = 1. 
This enables us to perform the GNS construction with respect to this trace. We denote 
the GNS Hilbert space by L2(M,tr). 
In the rest of the thesis we consider only II\ factors. An unital inclusion N C M of 
IIi factors is called a subfactor. 
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2.1.2 Conditional expectation 
The GNS Hilbert space L2(M,tr) has an M — M bimodule structure. By this we mean 
that M acts on L2(M, tr) on the left as well as on the right, and the two actions commute. 
Let us denote the cyclic vector by Vt. Then we know that the span of MQ, is dense in 
L2(M,lr). The left action is given by irt(x)£ = x£ whereas the right action is given by 
7rr(x)£ = Jx*J£ where J : M —> M is the map taking xft, to x*Q. 
The closed subspace spanned by NO, can be naturally identified with L2(N,tr). Let 
e^ denote the orthogonal projection of L2(M, tr) onto the subspace L2(N, tr). It is a fact 
that this restricts to a Banach space projection E : M —> N. This trace-preserving, N—N 
bilinear map is known as the conditional expectation and satisfies e^xe^ — E(:r)e/v for 
all x € M. 
2.1.3 Modules over M and their dimensions 
Throughout this section we will assume that M is a II\ factor which admits a faithful, 
normal representation on a separable Hilbert space. We consider separable modules over 
M. It turns out (see § 2.2 of [19]) that there is a unique function dirriM '• M-modules 
—> [0, oo] which satisfies; 
• dimM(L2{M)) = 1. 
• diiriM(-) is additive under direct sums. 
• For every d £ [0, oo], there is a unique M-module Hd such that dimM^Hd) — d-
• For any M-module H, if diniMCH) < oo then M' is also a 7/i-factor and 
dim,M(H) dimM'(H) = 1. 
2.1.4 Index 
If N is a subfactor of a Hi factor M, we will denote by L2(M) the GNS Hilbert space 
with respect to the unique trace tr on M. The index of N in M is then defined by the 
expression 
[M:N] = dimN(L2{M)) 
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There is a remarkable result of Jones [15], which proves that the only possible values of 
the index lie in the set {4cos2^ : n = 3,4, • • • } U [4, oo] and further that for each member 
of the above set there is a subfactor with the given element as index value. For more on 
the properties of the index the reader may consult [19]. We will mainly be using the two 
properties listed below. 
(a) UN CM CP are IIX factors, then [P : N] = [P : M] [M : N] 
(b) [M : N] < oo => N' n M is finite-dimensional. 
2.1.5 Basic construction 
Unless specified otherwise, we need not restrict ourselves to II\ factors, and the assertions 
in this subsection will go through for TV C M, an inclusion of finite von Neumann 
algebras with a fixed faithful normal tracial state on M. Define M\ — (M, e«) = the 
von Neumann algebra generated by M and e/v in £(L2(M)). This way of obtaining a 
von Neumann algebra from the initial inclusion is called the basic construction. The 
following proposition is taken from [19] and points out some important features of the 
basic construction. 
Proposition 2.1.1. With the same notation as in the previous subsections we have: 
(i) eN e N' 
(ii) N = M n {eN}' 
(in) Mi = JN'J 
(iv) Further, if both N and M are II\ factors, then 
(a) Mi is a Ih factor iff [M : N] < oo; in this case, we have [Mx : M] = [M : N] 
(b) trMl(eN) = [M:N}-1 
(c) E;vf(e/v) — ^Mi(eiv) - where E ^ denotes the conditional expectation of Mi 
onto M. 
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In the case of II\ factors we can iterate this process. N and M will be denoted by M_i 
and Mo respectively, for simplicity of the notation. So, M\ = (Mo,e\), where we write 
ei for the projection we denoted earlier by ejv. Inductively, define Mk+i = {Mk,ek+i), 
the result of applying the basic construction to the inclusion Mk-i C Mfc, and e^i 
denotes the projection implementing the trace-preserving conditional expectation of Mk 
onto Mk-\- The tower of algebras and the sequence of projections now looks like:-
M_i C M0 C Mi C • • • C Mk C 
and will be referred as the tower of basic construction of the initial subfactor. 
2.1.6 Relat ive c o m m u t a n t s 
We start with a finite index and depth two inclusion JV C M of II\ factors. By properties 
(a) and (b) of the index mentioned in Subsection 2.1.4, all the algebras {M/ fl Mj}itj>„i 
are finite-dimensional. These are called the relative commutants of the subfactor. 
The following is then a grid of finite-dimensional C* algebras associated to the sub-
factor N CM. 
N'nM c N'nMi c N'nM2 c ••• N'nMn c ••• 
u u u u 
C = M'HM C M'nM, C M'C\M2 C • • • MT\Mn C 
This grid is called the standard invariant of the subfactor N C M and captures various 
informations about the initial inclusion. In fact there is a deep theorem due to Popa [27] 
which says that the isomorphism class of this grid is a complete invariant if one starts 
out with a sufficiently general class of subfactors which he calls 'strongly amenable'. We 
avoid such technicalities in the present context. 
2.1.7 D e p t h 
As mentioned in subsection 2.1.5, it makes sense to talk about basic construction of 
finite dimensional C* algebras. We say that N C M is of finite depth if 3 n for which 
N' fl Mn_i C N' D Mn C N' n Mn+\ is an instance of the basic construction. (It is a 
fact that N' D M n + 1 always contains a copy of the basic construction of the inclusion 
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N' fl M n - i C N' f] Mn.) The smallest such integer n, if it exists, is said to be the depth 
of the subfactor N C M. If N C M is of depth n then any element of N' n Mn + i can be 
expressed as linear combination of elements of the form xeny where x, y £ N' fl M„. 
2.1.8 Extremality 
The inclusion N C M is said to be extremal if the trace on N'D M obtained by restricting 
the two traces - one coming from M and the other from N' (in C(L2(M))) coincide. 
2.2 Planar Algebras 
Planar algebras - originally introduced by Vaughan Jones to reformulate the standard 
invariant of finite index subfactors - first appeared in [16]. The operadic definition is 
discussed in [18]. 
2.2.1 Basic definitions 
In order to define planar algebras, we first need to introduce the concept of planar tangles 
which is central to this discussion. 
Consider a picture consisting of: 
(i) a disc 
(ii) finitely many (possibly none) mutually disjoint numbered discs in the interior of 
the original disc 
(iii) an even number of marked points on the boundary of each disc (internal or external) 
numbered clockwise 
(iv) a collection of smooth disjoint curves - called strings - in the complement (in the 
external disc) of the interior of union of the internal discs 
such that: 
(a) each of the strings is either closed, or joins a marked point on the boundary of 
a disc to another such point, meeting the boundary of the disc transversally 
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and each marked point on every disc must be the endpoint of exactly one 
string 
(b) there is a chequerboard shading on the connected components of the comple-
ment (in the interior of the external disc) of the union of the internal discs 
and the strings in such a way that the component adjacent to both the first 
and the last marked points of the boundary of a disc or a disc with no marked 
points remains unshaded. 
Remark 2.2.2. By the 'color' of a disc (internal or external), we will mean the non-
negative integer which is half of the number of marked points on its boundary. We will 
choose a point on the boundary of every disc between its last and first marked points 
(moving clockwise) to indicate the clockwise numbering on the marked points; this point 
will be referred as '*' of the disc. 
We also consider planar isotopy of such pictures which preserve the numbering of the 
internal discs as well as that of all their marked points. 
Definition 2.2.3. The isotopy class of such a picture described above will be termed as 
a planar k-tangle where k refers to the color of its external disc. 
Unless otherwise mentioned, we will denote a tangle by T, the color of its external 
disc by k0(T) and assume that it has b(T) internal discs of colors fci(T), k2(T), • • • kb(r)(T) 
respectively. As a matter of notation, tangles will be given names including subscripts 
and a superscript. The subscripts indicate the colors of the internal discs in order and the 
superscript indicates the color of the tangle. Given the subscripts and the superscript, 
the entire shading scheme is determined and will not be indicated. If a tangle has only 
one internal disc we do not show its numbering. 
There is a natural way to compose two tangles. This can be done only if the color of 
the one of the two tangles matches with one of the internal discs of the other. 
Definition 2.2.4. Given a k-tangle T having an internal k;, disc, say Dt, and kt-tangle 
S, one can define the k-tangle denoted T oDi S first by isotoping S so that its boundary, 
together with the numbered, marked points coincide with that of Di and then erasing the 
boundary of Di. 
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Remark 2.2.5. For k > 0, the planar k-tangle having a unique internal k-disc and 
strings going from marked points on the internal disc to marked points of the same number 
on the external disc is clearly the identity with respect to the composition defined above 
and will be denoted by l\. For k = 0, 1$ is just an unshaded annulus. 
Figure 2.1: Identity tangles: 7°, Zf 
We are now ready to define a planar algebra. 
Definition 2.2.6. A planar algebra consists of 
(i) a family P = {Pk : k > 0} of vector spaces 
(ii) an action Z of the set of tangles on the vector spaces in the sense that for ev-
ery k0 = k0(T)-tangle T with internal discs Di(T), D2(T), • • • Db(T)(T) of colors 
k\(T), k2(T), • • • kb(T)(T), there is associated a linear map ZT • ®i=i Phfj) —> PkQ(T) 
(where the empty tensor product is interpreted as the underlying field C in case the 
tangle T has no internal discs) 
such that 
(a) The action of the identity tangle is the identity map, in other words, 
Zjk = idpkVk > 0 
(b) The action of tangles is 'compatible with composition of tangles' in the following 
obvious manner. Fix 1 < i < b(T) and let S be a ki(T)-tangle such that the 
'composed' tangle T = ToD.^S makes sense; it is a ko(T)-tangle where the (b(T) + 
b(S) - 1) internal discs are numbered according to the following convention: 
' Dj(T) if l<j<i 
DJ(T) = { Dj-i+^S) if i<j<i + b{S) - 1 
D^b{s)+1(T) if i + b(S) < j < b(T) + 6(5) - 1 
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In that case the associated maps satisfy the commutativity of the following diagram: 
(OK/^T)) ® (®SS*W ® (®Snni(T)) ^f \ 
id ® Z s <g> id I PkQ(T) 
(®?i?ni(r)) T^ / 
Suppose in the above situation S does not have any internal discs, i.e., b(S) = 0. 
Then we have the modified diagram : 
- i Zf\ 
(^jKiPkjiT)) ® C ® ((SjxPfc^T)) J°fc0(T) 
id <g> 2 s <8> id J, 
We also require that the assignment T \-> Z? is independent of the renumbering of 
the internal discs ofT. Formally, write b = b(T), let a 6 Sb be a permutation and 
let Ua : V\ ® • • • ®Vb -^ V^-i^) ® • • • ® ^-1(6) be defined by 
Let o(T) be the tangle which differs from T only in the numbering of its internal 
discs - the i-th disc of a(T) being the o-~l(i)-th disc ofT. Then, we must have 
Zo-^T) = ZToUa 
2.2.2 S o m e useful tang les 
We go on to introduce some more important classes of tangles. 
The inclusion tangles: For every k > 0, there is an associated k + 1-tangle l\+1 with 
one internal disc of color k. The associated maps Zjk+i : Pk —> Pk+x are indeed injective 
in case of planar algebras with non-zero 'modulus', a term we will define in the next 
subsection. These 'inclusion' tangles are formed by adding an extra vertical line at the 
right as illustrated in the picture. 
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Figure 2.2: Inclusion tangles: / Q , / | 
The multiplication tangles: For each k > 0, consider the &;-tangle M£k with two inter-
nal fc-discs as given in the following picture. This tangle equips Pk with a multiplication 
given by 
xix2 = ZMkh(xx ®x2) 
It should be noted that PQ is a commutative algebra. 
Figure 2.3: Multiplication tangles: M%fi,M%2 
The unit tangles: These are devoid of any internal discs and have k strings going 
straight down in case k > 0, as shown in the picture. The unit tangle of color 0 is just 
the empty disc. 
A pleasant verification shows that given a planar algebra F , each Pk has the structure 
Figure 2.4: The unit tangles: 1°, l2, l 3 
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of an associative, unital algebra where the multiplication is given by ZMk and the unit 
by lfc = Zik(l) (for instance, the fact that 1^  is the left identity for P^ follows from the 
tangle equation Mk oDi lfc = l£) and that the Zjk+i are algebra homomorphisms from P^ 
to Pk+l. 
The conditional expectation tangles: We have two families of tangles {£fc+1 : k > 0} 
and {(£ ) | : k > 1} where £%+1 is a fc-tangle with only one internal disc of color k + 1, 
with the property that the fc-th marked point is connected to the k + 1-st point by a 
string. In the case of (£')kh, the 'capping' is to the left instead of the right, and there is 
an extra strand at the left to ensure that the shading is done in a consistent manner. 
Figure 2.5: Conditional expectation tangles: £f,£f 
Figure 2.6: Conditional expectation tangles: (£')!> (£')l 
Jones projection tangles: The Jones projection tangles E^ are /c-tangles with no in-
ternal discs, with the property that the first k — 2 strings go down straight, the strings 
coming out from the (k — l)-th and the k-th points are connected (same for the (k + l)-th 
and (k + 2)-th points). 
Rotation tangles: For every k > 2, we have a a fc-tangle R'l with one internal fc-disc, 
and as the name suggests, the effect of applying the tangle is to shift the * of the internal 
disc clockwise by two places. The cases k = 2,3 have been illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.7: Jones projection tangles: E2,E^ 
Figure 2.8: The rotation tangles: R\ and R\ 
2.2.3 Additional structure on planar algebras 
Definition 2.2.7. A planar algebra is said to be finite-dimensional if 
dimPk < oo Vfc > 0. 
Definition 2.2.8. A planar algebra is said to have modulus 6 E C\ {0} if for any 
tangle T having a contractible loop I we have 
ZT = SZf 
where T is the tangle obtained from T by removing the loop I. 
Definition 2.2.9. A planar algebra is said to be connected ifdimPa = 1 = dim(Ran((£' )\)). 
Since they are unital C-algebras, it follows that there exist unique algebra isomorphisms 
P0 = C identifying 10 with lc-
Remark 2.2.10. In a connected planar algebra with modulus 5, one can define a linear 
functional r on P^ for every k > 0 as follows: 
T(X) • 1 = 5~kZtro(x) 
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for all x € Pk, where trdk is as in Figure 2.9. This can be easily checked to be a trace, 
i.e., r(xy) = r{yx) for all x,y £ P&. The multiplicative factor of 5~k ensures that r can 
be consistently defined over the whole filtered algebra associated to P taking lp to 1. 
Figure 2.9: The trace tangle: tr® 
We digress a little bit to introduce the notion of planar networks and partition func-
tions. Planar networks are similar to planar tangles except that they do not have an 
external disc in their picture. More precisely, consider a picture comprising of: 
(i) finitely many (possibly none) mutually disjoint colored discs that are numbered 
(ii) a collection of smooth disjoint curves - called strings - in the complement of the in-
terior of union of the discs 
such that: 
(a) each of the strings is either closed, or joins a marked point on the boundary of a disc 
to another such point, meeting the boundary of the disc transversally and each marked 
point on every disc must be the endpoint of exactly one string 
(b) there is a chequerboard shading on the connected components of the complement of 
the union of the discs and the strings in such a way that the component adjacent to both 
the first and the last marked points of the boundary of a disc or a disc with no marked 
points remains unshaded. 
The isotopy class of such a picture described above will be termed as a positive (resp., 
negative) planar network depending on whether the unbounded region is shaded (resp., 
unshaded). 
Note that one can associate a 0-tangle (resp., l-tangle) Tpj to every positive (resp., 
negative) network N by embedding it inside an empty 0-tangle (resp., the shaded region 
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of the 1-tangle having no internal discs). 
Remark 2.2.11. If P is a connected planar algebra, then each network N induces a 
multiliner linear functional ZN via ZTN = ZN • 1. This functional is called the 'partition 
function' of the planar algebra. 
Definition 2.2.12. A connected planar algebra is said to be spherical if for every 
network N, the multilinear functional Z^ is not just planar isotopy invariant but also an 
isotopy invariant of the network regarded as embedded on the 2-sphere. 
We can define an involution on the set of tangles in the following way. Given a tangle 
T, the adjoint T* is the equivalence class of a picture obtained from a representative of 
T by reflecting it along a non-intersecting line, (the * on each of the discs of T* can be 
placed at the reflections of the * of the corresponding discs of T.) 
A planar algebra is said to be a *-planar algebra if there is an involution * : Pn —> Pn 
such that for every A;o-tangle T with b internal discs of colors k\, fc2, • • • ,h and x% € P^, 
we have, 
ZT(xi ® • • • ® xb)* = ZT*{x\ <g> • • • <8> x*b) (2.2.1) 
2.2.4 Relation to subfactors 
Among planar algebras, the ones that we will be interested in are the 'subfactor planar 
algebras', in the sense of the Definition below. 
Definition 2.2.13. A finite-dimensional, spherical *-planar algebra P is said to be a 
subfactor planar algebra provided P is such that the pictorial trace r defined above is a 
positive definite functional on Pk for every k. 
We now state the fundamental theorem of Jones [16] relating subfactors and subfactor 
planar algebras which is the key to all our results. 
Theorem 2.2.14. Let 
N C M(= M0) C Mx C • • • C Mfc ' c ' • • • 
be the tower of the basic construction associated to an extremal subfactor with [M : N] = 
S2 < co. Then there exists a unique subfactor planar algebra P = pNcM of modulus 5 
satisfying the following conditions: 
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(0) Pk = N' fl Mk-i V/c > 1 - w/iere iftis «s regarded as an equality of *-algebras which 
is consistent with the inclusions on the two sides; 
(1) ZEk+1(l) = 5ekVk>l; 
(2) Z{£l)k(x) = 8 EM>nMk^(x) for all x e iV' f l Mk_lt Vfc > 1; 
(3) Z£k (x) — 5 EwriMfc..!^) for all x € N' fl M/.; and i/iis is required to hold for all 
k > 0, where for k — 0, the equation is interpreted as 
ZEo(x) = 5 trM(x) V x e N' n M . 
Conversely, any subfactor planar algebra P with modulus 6 arises from an extremal 
subfactor of index 52 in this fashion. 
We note that one consequence of this theorem is that for x € Pk = N' (~1 Mk-\, the 
pictorial trace r(x) agrees with the canonical trace trMk_1(x). 
We should mention here that the fact that every (appropriate) planar algebra can be 
realized by a subfactor is a theorem of Popa proved in [26]. Recently Guionnet, Jones 
and Shlyakhtenko in [13] came up with an alternative proof. They used a graded algebra 
structure of a planar algebra and certain traces inspired by random matrix theory to 





3.1 Basics of group cohomology 
In this section, we recall the definition of a cocycle of a group which can be found in any-
standard text book. 
Let G be a group with e as its identity. Define C" = Fun(Gn, S1) = space of functions 
from Gn to S1 and dn : Cn -> Cn+l by 
<9n(0)(#i,--- ,gn+i) 
= </>(flf2, ••• ,9n+l) <t>~l{gi92,g3,--- ,9n+l) <K<?1, 0203, 04, • " ' , 9n+l) ' ' ' 
• • • ^
( _ 1 ) n ( . 9 l > - - - , 9n-l, 9n9n+l) ^ ' ^ (01, • " , 0n) 
It follows that (dn+1 o dn) (•) = lCn+2 where 1 denoted the constant function 1. Denote 
ker(d) by Zn(G, S1) (whose elements are called n-cocycles) and Im{dn~l) by Bn(G,Sx) 
(whose elements are called coboundaries). Note that Bn{G,S1) C Zn(G,S1). 
In the thesis, we will be dealing with a 3-cocycle u. So, u satisfies 
^(01,02,03) ^{91,9293,94} ^{92,93,94} = ^{9192,93,94) ^{91,92,9394} (3.1.1) 
The cocycle u> will be called normalized if ui(gi,g2, gz) = 1 whenever either of c/i, g2, ,93 is 
e. 
Any cocycle UJ is coboundary equivalent to a normalized cocycle; in particular, {u> • 
<92(</>)) is a normalized 3-cocycle where <j> € C2 is defined as ${91,92) — oj{gi,e, e) u>(e, e, #2) 
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for all gi,g2 € G. 
3.2 Finitely generated group planar algebra 
In this section, we will abstractly define a planar algebra which, in Section 3.3, is shown 
to be isomorphic to the planar algebra of the diagonal subfactor. 
Starting with a group G (possibly infinite) generated by a finite subset {gi}i$i (where 
/ denotes a finite indexing set) and a normalized 3-cocycle to £ Z3(G,S1), we define the 
planar algebra p(9i-^i)^ ^_ py ^e^ e denote the identity of G. The map alt is defined 
as 
( l l / n ) 3i=(iu---,*n)^g-1gi2---gt)n =alt(i)EG 
\n>0 J 
where alt of the empty multi-index is defined to be the identity element of the group. 
T h e vector spaces: 
f C{i E I2n : alt{i) = e} if n > 0 
For n > 0, define Pn = < 
[ C ifn = 0. 
A c t i o n of tangles : 
Let T be an nQ-tangle having internal discs Dx, • • • , D\, with colors n\, • • • , nj, respectively. 
A state a on T is a map from {strings in T} to / such that alt{a\gDc) = e for all 1 < c < b 
where U\ODC denotes the element of I2nc obtained by reading the elements of / induced 
at the marked points on the boundary of Dc by the strings via the map a, starting from 
the first marked point and moving clockwise. This has been illustrated in Figure 3.1, 
where alt(a\dDl) and alt{a\dD2) are just the products g~1gi2g~ilgt4gu1gii and g~lglBg~1gi3 
respectively, and are thus required to be the identity element. It is a consequence that 
aU(a\i)Do) = g^g%6g^x9ihg^gis = e holds for the external disc. 
Let S(T) denote the states on T, In order to define the action Zj of T, it is enough to 
define the coefficient (Zrik1, • • • , k ) | A;0) of fc° in the linear expansion oiZT{k\--- ,kb) 
where kc 6 I2nc such that alt(kc) = e for 1 < c < 6. For this, we choose a picture 7\ in 
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Figure 3.1: Example of a state on a tangle 
the isotopy class of T and then choose a simple path pc in Do \ [ l lL i Int(Dc)] starting 
from the * * of £>o to that of Dc for 1 < c < b such that: 
(i) pc intersects the strings of T\ transversally for 1 < c < b, 
(ii) pci and pC2 intersects exactly at the * of DQ for 1 < ci ^ C2 < 6. 
Note that any state a on T gives an element a\Pc € Im° obtained by reading the elements 
of / induced by a at the crossings of the path pc and the strings along the direction of 
the path where mc (necessarily even) is the number of strings cut by pc. 
Define 
(zT(k\---,kb)\k°) = J2 UX^M) 




 w . x n „ w . x , > ,. N J ^(alt(j),alt(ix,--- ,is),gis) if s is odd 
where Aj(z) = l l s = 1Aj(i , s) and A^d, s) = < 
[ u)(alt(j),alt(ii,--- ,ia-i),gia) if s is even 
for j € /", j € 7m. If there is no compatible state on T, then we take the coefficient to 
be 0 and if there is no internal disc in T, then the scalar inside the sum is considered to 
be 1. (Note that Xj(i) depends only on alt(j) and i.) 
The first natural question to ask is whether the action 7,T is well-defined. Two con-
r e c a l l * of a disc D is a point chosen on the boundary of D strictly between the last and the first 
marked points, moving clockwise. 
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figurations of paths {pc}hc=i a n d {p'c}bc=i m T\ can be obtained from each other using a 
finite sequence of the following moves: 
I. isotopy 
X ~B 
II. cap-sliding moves 
A 
III. disc-sliding moves 
IV. rotation moves 





It is enough to check that the action is independent under each of the above moves. 
Invariance under isotopy moves are the easiest to check since a\Pc = a\j/c for all c € 
{l , - -- ,b}. Under the remaining three moves, we show that alt(cr\Pc) = alt(a\pic) for 
1 < c < b. For a cap-sliding move, note that the cap induces the same index at the 
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two consecutive crossing with the path but after applying the alt map, the corresponding 
group elements cancel each other since they inverses of each other. For the disc-sliding 
(resp., rotation moves), the invariance follows from the fact that alt{a\dDd) = e (resp., 
all(o\dDc) = e). 
Action preserves composition: 
Let S be an mo-tangle containing the internal discs D[, • • • , D'a with colors mi, • • • , ma 
and T be an m,i-tangle containing internal discs D1; • • • , Df, with colors n>i, • • • ,n&. Let 
D'Q and D0 denote the external discs of 5 and T respectively. We need to show that for 
all f' € I2m-' and f e I2n° where c' G {0, 2, • • • , a} and c E {1, • • • , 6} 
<Z g (Z T ( j \ • • • , / ) , i 2 , • • • , f )|i°) = < ^ O 0 , T ( J \ • • • , i b , i 2 , • • • , f )|i°) (3.2.2) 
The left side can be expanded as 
£ {Zs(i\?t.-- ,?)\?) (Zr(i\... ,ib)\?) 
ilei2mi s.t. 
alt(ii)=e 
E (n H;, ac')) (rK.(.f>) 
<reS(,S), r eS(T) s.t. a\gD, = f ' , r | S D c = f for \ c ' = l ' \ c ~ 1 > 
c' 
c'6{0,2,--- ,a}, ce{l,--- ,b} and 0"la£>/ =T|eD0=iX 
where p'c/'s and pc's are paths in the tangles S and T respectively required to define their 
actions. For the action of S oDi T, we consider the paths p'c, for 2 < c' < a and p[ o pc 
for 1 < c < b. (Strictly speaking - one has to make the p^-portion of the paths (p[ o pc) 
for different values of c - disjoint, in order to define the action of S oD, T.) So, the right 
side of the equation 3.2.2 becomes 
-f€S(SoD{T) s,t. 7 l e / y , = i c ' , 7 l e D c = i c ^ c ' = 2 ' ^ c = 1 ' 
for c'6{0,2,"-,a},Cce{l,-",b} 
crUn' = zc' for d E (0,2, • • • , a} 
Observe that <( (a,r) € 5(5) x «S(T) : c' " l J }• has an 
7"|aDc = f for 1 < c < b, o-|aD/ = r|a£)0 
7|ao', = ic' for c ' € {0.2, • • • , a}, 
obvious bijection with < 7 € 5 ( 5 o ^ T) : c >. This is 
l\dDc = Jc for 1 < c < 6 
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obtained by sending (u, r ) to the state defined by a (resp. r ) on the 5-part (resp. T-
part) of S oDi T and the fact that such a state is indeed well-defined is a consequence of 
the condition a\dD[ = T\dD0] we denote this state by a o r. If these sets are empty, the 
equation 3.2.2 trivially holds since both sides have value 0. Let us assume that the sets 
are nonempty. It is enough to prove that if a and r are states on S and T respectively 
with <j\dD> — ic for 0 < d < a , T\QD = j c for 1 < c < b and T\QDQ = z1, then 
c' — 
H i ^ I l ^ t f ) = tlX^r)WJlc) (3-2.3) 
c=l c=l 
We prove this in two cases. 
Case 1: T has no internal disc or closed loop, that is, T is a Temperley-Lieb diagram. 
The right side of equation 3.2.3 is 1. It remains to show A^ i , (i1) — 1. This follows from 
the next lemma and the fact i1 = ZT{1) is a sequence of non-crossing matched pairings 
of indices from /. 
Lemma 3.2.15. If i E I, j € Im, i = (i\, • • • ,in) E In and 0 < s < n, then we have 
•\j_(!) = A / W i ' ' ' >^ s> h h Vt-1) ' ' ' ) in)-
Proof: Note that 
(i) Aj(i,r) = Aj((ii, • •• , i s , i , i , i s + i , • • • ,z„),r) for 1 < r < s, 
(ii) Aj(i,r) = AJ((H, • • • ,is,i,i,is+i,- • • ,in),r + 2) for s + 1 < r < n. 
Now, 
Aj((ix, • •• ,is,i,i,is+i,--- , i„),s + 1) Aj((?i,--- , i s ,M,* s+i, • • • ,in),s + 2) 
{ uJ(alt(j), alt(i\, • • • ,i3,i),gi) uj(alt(j), alt(i\, • • • ,is,i),gi) if 5 is even w(alt(f),alt(ii,- • • ,ia),gi) uj(alt(f),alt(ii,- • • ,is,i,i),gi) if s is odd 
= 1 
• 
Remark 3.2.16. In the Lemma 3.2.15, if i is a sequence of indices with non-crossing 
matched pairings, then we can apply Lemma 3.2.15 several times to reduce all the con-
secutive matched pairings and finally get \j(i) = 1. n 
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Case 2: T has at least one internal disc. Any unlabelled tangle T can be expressed 
as composition of elementary annular tangles of four types as described in 4, namely, 
capping, cap-inclusion, left-inclusion and disc-inclusion tangles. It is enough to prove 
equation 3.2.3 for any tangles S and compatible T in 6 (= the set of all elementary 
tangles). If T is of capping or cap-inclusion type annular tangle, the proof directly 
follows from Lemma 3.2.15 and is left to the reader. 
If T is a left-inclusion annular tangle, the equation 3.2.3 is implied from the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.17. For all i e I2m, j € I2n and k <E I2ni such that alt(i) — e, we have 
A(fe,j)(i) = h(hi,[) Aj(i) 
where j_ is the sequence of indices from j_ in the reverse order. 
Proof: We rearrange the terms of the right side in the following way: 
A/c(j, i, j) \L{i) ( In \ (1m \ 
Y[Xk{(llJ),r)Xk({i,iJ),2(m + 2n)-r + l)\ f f ] Xk{(j_,iJ),2n + s) A,_(i, s) j 
Let i = (i\, • • • , z2m) and j = (ji, • • • ,J2n)- Note that for 1 < r < 2n, 
Afc((j,iJ)!2(m + 2 n ) - r + l) 
uj(alt(k),alt(ju • • • ,jr),9jr) i f r i s o d d 
u(alt(k), alt(ji, • • • , jP_i), gjr) if r is even 
(since alt(i) = e and alt(j,i,j) = alt(j)alt(i)(alt(j))~1 = e) 
=Ai(( j , i , i ) , r ) 
Thus the first product of the terms in the rearrangement vanishes. For the second product, 
if s G {1, • • • , 2m} is odd, then 
Xk{{hh.f),2n + s) Xj{i,s) 
= uJ{alt(k),alt{j)alt(ii, • • • ,ia),gis) u(alt(j),alt{ix, • • • ,is),gis) 
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= ui(alt(k),alt(f),alt(ii,--- ,zs_i)) u(alt(k,j),alt(ii,--- ,is),gis)-
uj(alt(k),alt(j),alt(ii, • • • ,is)) 
(using the defining equation (Equation 3.1.1) of the 3-cocycle u) 
= Uj(alt(k),alt(j),alt(ii,-• • ,is-i)) \k,j)(hs) u>(alt(k),alt(j),alt(ii,- • • ,is)) 
Similarly, if s G {1, • • • , 2m} is even, then 
\ ( ( j , i , j ) , 2 n + s) \j(i,s) 
= uJ(alt(k),alt(j),alt(ii, • • • ,is-i)) ^(k,j)(h s) w(alt(k),alt(j), alt(i\, • • • ,is)) 
Thus, 
2m 
Ylhdhhti^n + s) \j{i,s) 
s=\ 
m 
= I I (Xk((blJ).2n + 2* - 1) \j(i, It - 1)) (Afc((j,iJ), 2n + 2i) X3ii, 2t) 
u(alt(k), alt(f), alt(iu • • • , i2t_2)) X(k,j)(i, 2t - 1) 
m
 / —-,i 
n, 
t=i V \k,j)(h2t) u)(alt{k),alt(i),alt(ii,--- ,«2t)) 
= u>(alt(k),alt(j),e) I TT A(fcj)(i,2i — 1) \kj){i,2t) u>(alt(k),alt(j),alt(i)) 
= A(fcj)(i) 
(since a/£(i) = e and w is normalized). • 
Remark 3.2.18. TTie proo/ of Lemma 3.2.17 also gives the following relation 
2m+2n 
Afc(j, i, f) = Yl Ai(CZ> i ' Z)' s ) 
s=2n+l 
D 
Now, suppose T is a disc-inclusion tangle as shown in Figure 3.2. Note that from the 
configuration it follows that n\ = mi- Without loss of generality, let T be given by the 
following picture in which we also indicate the paths px and p2- Note that since pi does 
not intersect any string, r |p i is the empty multi-index. So it is enough to prove 
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Figure 3.2: Disc inclusion tangle 
Let us denote T\P2 by k € 72r. Since r is a state, the following relations clearly follow 
from the picture: 
(i) i\ = j] for 1 < s < IT and 2r + n2 + 1 < s < 2nu 
(ii) 4r+s = ^2 for 1 < s < n2 
(iii) z* = /cs = j ] for 1 < s < 2r, 
(iv) J2r+, = JL2-s+i for 1 < s < n2. 
We now express Xa\ , (i1) as a product of three terms with which we work separately. 
/ 2r \ / 2r+n2 \ / 2m \ 
w(i1) - nA*k#> *> n ^iPiu1,«) n ^ a 1 , *) 
V s = l Vs=2r+1 v>s=2r+Ti2+l 
First term: For 1 < s < 2r, 
K\,(i\s) ui{alt{<j\p'x),alt{i\, • • • ,il),gi\) if s is odd 
uj(alt(a\p'),alt(i\, • • • , ^ - i ) , ^ ) if s is even 
ui{alt{a\pli), alt(jl, • • • Jl),gji) if s is odd 
u(alt(a\p>), alt(jl, • • • , jl_x), Sji) if s is even 
(applying (i)) 
= K\, U\s) 
Second term: For 2r + 1 < s < 2r + n2, 
u;(aZi(crL),a^(il,--- ,^) , f t ] if s is odd 




(applying (ii) and (iii)) 
J2s~2r),9j2) if s i s odd 
,J?-2r-i)>0j?_,J if s i s even 
Third term: First note that 
alt(ilr+l, • • • , 4 r + n 2 ) = aKjli • • • » J n 2 ) ( ^ S m g (U)) 
=
 alttiL2' • • • , Jn2 + l) (S i n c e alt(f) 
= alt(jl2r+l,--' Jl+n2) (using (iv)) 
Thus, for 2r + n2 + 1 < s < 2m, 
ACT|p,U\s) 




if s is odd 
i\r)alt(i\r+l, • • • ,i\r+n2, • ••il-1,9n) if a is even 
jl),gji) if s i s odd 
Jl-i)>9ji) if s i s even 
(using (i) and (v)) 
Combining the three terms, we get 
I IT \ / 2r+n2 _ 2n i 
^s=2r+l \s=2r+ri2+l 
II Hi CM 
r+ri2+ 
=H'1(ii)( n H^j1^))! n A,k((fc,jM),s) ' 2r+ri2 2r+ri2 
\s=2r+l 
Now, for 2r + 1 < s < 2r + n2, 
\s=2r+l 
^(alt(<x|p/), aft(jj, • • • , j'jj,, • • • , 3]), g^) if s is odd 
w(attMpi).att(Ji,--- .J2r>"" 
u(alt{a\^),alt(k)alt(jln2,- • • , 
u(alt(a\pli), alt(k)alt{jln2,- • • , 
Jl-i)>9jl) if s i s even 
jL2+2r-s+i), S&,2+2r_.+1) if s is odd 
iin2+2r-s+2), ^|n2+2r_s+1) if s is even 
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(using (iii) and (iv)) 
= J u;(alt(a\p[),alt(k)alt(jl • • • , j22n2+2r-s)>2j22n2+2_,+1) i f s i s o d d 
[ Lj(alt(a\p/i),a,lt{k)aU(jl • • • , J22n2+2r-s+i)> <?j2\2+2r_s+1) if « is even 
(since alt(j^) = e) 
=Aff|p, ((fc, f.fc), 2n2 + 4r - s + 1) 
Hence, 
( 2r+2n2 _ \ / 2r+n 2 _ 
n A i^((ib>j2,fc)>s) n ^\PM,i\k),S) 
s=2r+n 2 + l / \ s = 2 r + l 
= Aff|pl(j1)A(y|i>,(fc,f)fc) (by Remark 3.2.18) 
Getting back to the proof of Equation 3.2.4 
HiG1) W f ) = ^ ( i 1 ) Aff|p,(fc,j2,fc) hU2) 
=
 x<y\p>(il) \a\p, ,k)(l2) (applying Lemma 3.2.17) 
This completes the proof of action of tangles preserving composition. Hence, p(9i--iei),u 
is a planar algebra. 
• - s t r u c t u r e o n pidf-iei),UJ 
Note that if i € 72n, then alt(i) = e 45- alt(i) = e. Extend ~ conjugate linearly to define 
* on Pn'ie . Clearly * is an involution. We need to check whether the action of tangles 
preserve *, that is, Zj- o (* x • • • x *) = * o ZT- It is enough to check this equation for the 
cases when T has no internal disc or closed loops, and when T is an elementary annular 
tangle. 
If T has no internal disc or closed loops, then it is a Temperley-Lieb diagram and 
hence ZT is the sum of all sequences of indices from / which have non-crossing matched 
pairings where the position of the pairings are given by the numberings of the marked 
points on the boundary of T which are connected by a string. Now, in the tangle T*, 
the m-th and the n-th marked points are connected by a string if and only if the m-th 
and the n-th marked points starting from the last point in T reading anticlockwise, are 
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connected; so, Z?* is indeed the sum of all sequences featuring in the linear expansion of 
ZT in the reverse order (that is, applying ~ ) . 
If T is an elementary annular tangle of capping (resp. cap-inclusion) type with rrc-th 
and (m + l)-th marked points of the internal (resp. external) disc being connected by a 
string, then T* is also same kind of elementary annular tangle but the 'capping' occurs at 
the m-th and (m + l)-th marked points of the internal (resp. external) disc starting from 
the last point reading anticlockwise. The equation easily follows from this observation 
and the verification is left to the reader. 
Next, if T is an elementary tangle of left-inclusion type, then T — T*. Then, the 
equation follows from the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.19. If j G Im and i — (i i ,--- ,i2n) £ I2n such that ali(i) — e, then 
Xj{i) = \(i). 
Proof: The proof is an immediate consequence of 
alt{i\, • • • ,is) = alt(i2n, • • • , Vt-i) (since alt(i) = e) 
D 
Lastly, if T is the disc-inclusion type elementary annular tangle given by Figure 3.2, 
then we need to show (ZT.(i, j),fc) = {ZT(i,f),k) for i,k € I2m, j G I2ni such that 
alt(i) = alt(j) = alt(k) — e. It is easy to verify that i, j and k defines a state on T if and 
only if i, j and k defines the same on T*; if they fail to define a state, then both sides 
are zero. If they define a state, then the scalars appearing in the two sides can be made 
equal by applying Lemma 3.2.19. 
Remark 3.2.20. If u is trivial, that is, a 3-coboundary, then p(si:ieI)^ %s isomorphic to 
Jones's example of constructing a planar algebra from a finitely generated group (Example 
2.7 in [16]). Jones constructed this example by considering a certain subspace of the tensor 
planar algebra (TPA) over the vector space with the indexing set I as a basis and then 
showed that this subspace is closed under TPA-action of tangles, and thereby showing the 
subspace is a planar algebra. One can view our planar algebra p<^:ie/>.u'
 as a subspace of 
TPA in an obvious way but the action induced by TPA will not be the same as our action 
which involve the extra data of a 3-cocycle. 
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With above remark in mind, we ask the question: 
Question 3.2.21. Can P^m," &e viewed as a planar subalgebra of tensor planar 
algebra over the vector space with I as a basis? 
3.3 Diagonal subfactors 
In this section, we will compute the relative commutants of the diagonal subfactors based 
on a model of its tower of basic construction, and find the basic structures, namely, the 
filtered algebra structure, Jones projection and the conditional expectations. Most of 
these were already computed in the past (see [2], [27] ). What we were able to achieve 
here is to make appropriate choice of the basis of the relative commutants such that the 
action of tangles on these relative commutants matches with that of the last section. 
Let TV be a II\ factor, 7 be a finite set and for i E I, choose 6^  G Aut(N). Set 
M — Mi% TV where Mj denotes the matrix algebra whose rows and columns are indexed 
by I. Consider the subfactor TV •—* M given by 
N Bxs > Y^ Ei,i ® °i{x) € M 
16/ 
that is, an element x of TV sits in M as a diagonal matrix whose zth diagonal is Oi(x). 
This is known as a diagonal subfactor. If we have another collection of automorphisms 
9[ E Aut(N) for i E I such that 6^  u= Q\ for a l i i E I (or up to a permutation of / ) , 
then the diagonal subfactors arising from the two collections are isomorphic. So, it is 
more natural to start with a collection in Out(N), instead of Aut(N), and consider the 
diagonal subfactor with respect to a lift of the collection to Aut(N). 
Given a collection gt E Out(N) for i E I, we consider the subgroup G = {& : i E I) 
of Out(N). Choose a lift 
G 3 g H^-» ag E Aut(N) 
such that ae = id?]. Set c^ = agi for a lH E I. Consider the diagonal subfactor 
TV C M — M] ® N where the ith diagonal entry of an element of N viewed in M is 
twisted by the action of ax ; the index of this subfactor is |/ |2 . Set Mn = M/n+i <g) TV 
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i>n{x) = < 
for n > 0. We will often identify E^j <g> Ek,i E Mjm ® M[n with £(i,fc),(j,l) € Mim+n for 
i, j G 7m and fc, | G J™. Now, Mn_i is included in Mn in the following way: 
Mn_i = M/n <g> A7 3 JSj,^  ® x i—-* Ejj <g> ^n(z) € M/» ® Mj <g> iV = M/n+i ® AT = Mn 
for all i, j G /"" and x E N where ipn : N —> M/ <g> N is defined as: 
YlkeiEk'k®ak^ if n is even 
E f c e / ^ . f c ® 0 ^ 1 ^ ) if«-is odd 
It is easy to check (see [2]) that 1 G N c M C Mi c M2 C • • • is isomorphic to the tower 
of basic construction of N c M where the Jones projections and conditional expectation 
maps are given by: 
kein-1,i,jei 
®%:jE(i,kuu) ®x) = Ki I T 1 % ® 4~1)n~\*) 
for all i,iEln,k,lEl,x£ N. Moreover, < ^/\T\(Eitj ® 1) : i,j E l \ forms a basis of 
M over N; this basis will be used to get the conditional expectation of commutant of N 
onto the commutant of M. 
To find the relative commutant N' n Mn_i, first note that N is included Mn_i by the 
following map: 
N 3 x .—• ] T E»i ® aft"1® (a:) G M„_j 
where a/ia(i) = a~^ai2 • • • a]'1' E Aut(N) for i — (i1; • • • , in) E In. Now, if Y,i,jein xiA^hi^ 
1) G iV'nM n_!, then 
^2 xhi(Eij ®l)y = y ] P xiAEi>i ® *) for a11 V e N 
i,3_ein Lie/" 
•& Xjj (alta{i)altll{j)) (y) = y xL]_ for all y <E N,i]_E In 
& Xijalta(i,f)(y) = y xit]_ for all y E N,i,[E In 
So, for i,j E In, if x^ ^ 0, then x0 = 1^ =% G W(A/') and AdXQ 0 alta(i,j) — I&N which 
implies aU(i,j) = e. Similarly, if there exist i,j_E In such that ali(i,j) = e, then 
u(Ehj ® 1) e A7' n M„_i where u G W(Af) satisfies Adu o alta(i,f) = zdjv. Thus, 
i , j G 7n and uEU(N) 
N' n M„_i = span < u(Ejj ® 1) G M„_x 
s.t. Adu o alta(i,j) = idp 
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The set is not yet a basis since N being a factor, the unitary u can be chosen up to a 
scalar of absolute value 1. However, the choice of u to get a basis of N' n Mn_i has to 
be done in such a way that the planar algebra associated to N C M matches with the 
abstract one defined in Section 3.2. 
We now digress a little bit to set up some notations. Let u : G x G - » U(N) be an 
unitary obstruction to a being a homomorphism, that is, 
agiag2 = Adu(9ug2) o agi92 for all gi,g2E G 
such that u(gi,g2) = 1 whenever either of g\ or g2 is e. For i = (i1; • • • , in) € /", define 
J u*(alt(ii,-- • ,im),gim) if m is odd 
[ u(alt(ii, • • • , im_i), gim) if m is even 
and set v(i) — v\{j) • • -i>n(i). Next, we prove a couple of useful lemmas involving v. The 
first lemma motivates our choice of the basis. 
Lemma 3.3.22. alta(i) = Adv^ o a0;t(,) /or all i£ln. 
Proof: Using the definition of u, note that for all m > 1, 
. - ......„_..-*.•
 l
a2,:. , N if m i s odd 
_ J aaJ i (« i , - , im- l ) a U "<>«(<!,... ,im) 
aa^u, . - ,^!)"^"^^, . . . ,^) if "i is even 
So, 
Adv(i) = Advi& • • • AdVn{l) = aea^a.n • • • a\n ^ a i ^ . . . ^ , = alt^a* 
a 
Lemma 3.3.23. For any k = (&!,-•• , &2n) € I2n such that alt(k) — e, we have 
v(k)v(k) = 1. 
Proof: First expand v(jt) and v(k) into products of unitaries arising from the definition 
of v, and then we consider that the product of the p-th unitary of v(k) from the right 
and p-th unitary of v(k) from the left, that is, 
, ,N /,x i u(alt(k2n, • • • ,kp+i)'kp) u*(alt(ki,--- ,kp),kp) if p is odd 
^2n-p+l ( £ > ? ( « ) = \ 
u*(alt(k2n, • • • ,kp), kp) u(alt(ki, • • • , /cp_i), /cp) if p is even 
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u{alt(k\, • • • , kp), kp) u*(alt(ki, • • • , kp), kp) if p is odd 
u*(alt(ki, • • • ,kp-i),kp) u(alt(ki, • • • ,kp-i),kp) if p is even 
= 1 
for 1 < p < 2n. D 
Lemma 3.3.24. For i = (i1; • • • ,in), j = (ji,• • • ,jn), k — (kx, • • • , kn) € In such that 
alt(i,j) = e = alt(£,k), we have v(i,j) v(j_,k) — v(i,k) 
Proof: Using argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3.23, one can prove that the 
product of the p-th unitary of v(i,j) from the right and the p-th unitary of v(j,k) from 
the left, is 1 for 1 < p < n. Again, for n 4- 1 < p < 2n, 










k2n-p+l>k2n-p+l) if P is o d d 
• ^2n-P+2> hn-p+\) if P is even 
• • Kn-p+v hn-p+i) if P is odd 
•
 k2n-P+2> hn-P+i) if P is even 
(alt(i,j) 
Thus, 
v(i,f) v(i,k) = vi(i,£j- • • vn(i, f)vn+i(i, k) • ••v2n{hb) 
= vi{hk) • • • v„(i, k)vn+1(i, k) • • • v2n{i, k) = v(i,k) 
n 
>*{i,j){Eu®l) 
i,j G In s.t. 
as Applying Lemma 3.3.22, we identify the set \ 
alt(i,j) = e 
basis for N' D M„_i. We will use this basis to establish an isomorphism between the 
planar algebra associated to N C M and the one defined in Section 3.2 , but before that 
we need the 3-cocycle obstruction u : G x G x G —» Sl for (G,a,u), that is, for all 
91,92,93 e G 
u(9i, 92)u{gxg2, g3) = u(gi, g^ ga)agi(u(g2, gs))u(gi, g2g3) 
This is a consequence of associativity of the multiplication in G. We now prove another 
useful lemma relating v and u. 
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L e m m a 3 .3 .25 . IfiEl and k = (k\,---, k2n) E I2n such that alt(k) = e and hi = &2n, 
tften altQ(i,ki)(v{k)) = A(*,fcl)(ic) v(i,k2,- •• ,k2n-i,i)-
Proof: We expand alta(i, ki)(v(k)) as a product of unitaries and work with them sepa-
rately. For 1 < p < n, 
(i) alta(i,ki)(v2p-i(k)) 
= (Adu*{9;\gi)u(g-\9hl) ° w ) {u*{alt{ku--- ,A;2p_1))gfcaf)_1)) 
(using definition of u) 
= u)(alt(i,ki),alt(k1,- • • ,k2p-i),gk2p_1) 
I u(alt(i,k1),alt(ki,-• • ,k2p-2,k2p-i,k2p-i)) » 
Ad, 
u*(9i 1,gi)u{gi 1,gk1) u*(a/i(i,fci,/ji,fc2,- •• ,k2p-i),gk2p-i) 
\ • u*(alt(i, ki), alt{k\, • • • , /c2P-i)) 
(using the definition of to) 
(ii) alta(i,ki)(v2p(k)) 
= ( " f t^fc i j {u{alt{kx, • • • , Afy-0,5fc2p)) 
= K i j , - 1 ^ r 1 « i ) ° V 1 f t , ) ( " W ' - Mp-x^g^)) 
(using definition of it) 
= u(alt(i,kx),alt(kx,--- ,k2p-i),gk2p) 
' u(alt(i,ki),alt(kx,-• • ,k2p-i)) \ 
• u(alt(i,ki,ki,k2,- •• ,k2p-i),gk2p) 
\ • u*(alt(i, hi), alt(ki, • • • , k2p)) J 
(using the definition of UJ) 
Multiplying (i) and (ii), we get, 
alta(i, h)(v2p„i(k)) alta(i, h)(v2v(k)) 




^•(sr'. 'KMflr1 .**!) 
u(alt(i, ki),alt(ki, • • • , k2p^2, k2p-i, k2p-i)) 
• u*(alt{i,ki,ki,k2,--- ,faP-i),9k2p-i] 
• u(a/t(z,A:i,/ci,A;2,- •• , k2p-X),gk2p) 
i • u*(alt(i, kx), alt(kx, • • • , &2P)) 




I u(alt(i,kj),e) u*(gt \gkl) * 
• v2{i,k2,-- • ,k2n-i,i) 
\ • u*(alt(i,ki),alt(ki,k2)) J 
if p = 1 
/ 
Adu'{gr\gi)u(g-\9kl) 
u(alt(i, ki), alt(ki,- • • , k2p-2)) \ 
Ad, 
"*(ffi l,.9«)«(3j 1,ak1) 
• v2p-i(i,k2,- •• ,k2n-i,i) 
• v2p(i,k2,- • • ,k2n-i,i) 
y • u*(alt(i,kx),alt(ki,--- ,k2p)) I 
u(alt(i, h), alt{ku ••• , fon-2)) \ 
• v2n-i(i,k2,-- • ,k2n-i,i) 
\-u{g~\gkl)u*(alt(i,ki),e) J 
if 2 < p < n - 1 
if p = n 
=WP (say) 
Thus, 
altQ(i, h)(v(k)) = Wi---Wn = A(iifcl)(fc)-
' u*(g~\gkl) 
• v2(i,k2)- •• , / c 2 „ _ i , i ) • • • t ' 2 n - i ( ^ ^ 2 , - - • ,k2n-i,i) 
\ -u(g-\gkl) J 
AdW{ai-\gi)u(3i\akl) 
= \iM){k)u*(9i ,9i)v2(hk2,--- ,k2n-i,i)---v2n-i(i,k2,--- ,k2n-i,i)u(gi , ft) 
= \iM)(k) v(i, k2, • • • , k2n-!,i) 
• 
Let us recall a well-known fact about isomporphisms of two planar algebras which 
will be used in the next theorem. 
Fact: Let P1 and P 2 be two planar algebras. Then Pl = P2 if and only if there exist a 
vector space isomorphism ip : P* —> P% such that: 
(i) ip preserves the filtered algebra structure, 
(ii) ip preserves the actions of all possible Jones projection tangles and the (two types 
of) conditional expectation tangles. 
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If P] and P2 are *-planar algebras, then we consider i}> to be *-preserving to get a *-planar 
algebra isomorphism. 
Theorem 3.3.26. The planar algebra Psf associated to the diagonal subfactor obtained 
from a II\ factor N and a finite collection of automorphisms a; 6 Aut(N) for i E I, is 
isomorphic to p(« : ie /)-w where gi = [a*] E Out(N) for all i E I. 
Proof: Let G = (gt : i E I) and without loss of generality, let us assume that a is 
a lift of G such that a{ = aBi. By Theorem 4.2.1 in [16], Ptf = N' D Mn-X for all 
n > 0. Define the map <j> '• Ps* —> P = pi'J*'Aer)^ by first defining on basis elements as 
4>{v*{hj){Eij <8> 1)) = (i,j) for all i,j E In such that alt(i,j) = e, and then extending 
linearly. Clearly, (p is a vector space isomorphism. We appeal to the fact mentioned above 
to show <p is *-planar algebra isomorphism. First, we make the following note and then 
do a series of verifications. 
Note : For i E I, i = (i\, • • • ,in) E In and 0 < s < n, we have the relation v(i) = 
v(ii, • • • ,is,i,i,is+i, • • • ,in); the proof is similar to Lemma 3.2.15. Thus, if i is a se-
quence of indices with non-crossing matched pairings, then using this fact several times 
to reduce all consecutive matched pairings, we get v(i) = 1. 
(a) (f) is unital; Since lpS/ = Yliein(^ii ® *) an(^ v(hi) ~ * ( ^ t^ ie above note), we get 
(b) (f> preserves Jones projection tangle: By Theorem 4.2.1 in [16], the n-th Jones projec-
tion tangle En acts as Z^f = |/|e„ = 2fte/n-i)iij6/(^(fc,i,i),(fcjj)®l)- Since (k,i,i,j,j,k) is 
a sequence of indices with non-crossing matched pairings, by the above note v(k, i, i, j , j , k) = 
1. So, <p(Z£f) = Efce/»-i,ije/(^'*'*'J'-?'^) = ZEn-
(c) <fi preserves the action of conditional expectation tangle: By Theorem 4.2.1 in [16], the 
action of conditional expectation tangle £"+ 1 is given by Z^+1 = \I\ Ej^n |jvnM„- So, 
£•71 n 
^»+i(v*(l,fc,/J)(%fc),(j,/) ® 1)) = ^ (1 , / c , i J )E^_ i (% f c ) i ( , , / ) ® 1) 
= 4,( v*(ik,k,i)(Eij® 1) 
= 4,( v*{hj){Ei,i ® * ) ' — ' ^ >< & i ) € ^ 
for all i, j E In, k,l E I such that aZi(i, fc, /, j ) = e. From the action of tangles defined in 
Section 3.2, it is easy to check Zl?n+1(i,k,l,j) = 5kj (i,j). 
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(d) 4> preserves *: Applying * on a basis element of P^, we get 
(v*(hJ)(Eiti® 1))* = ( % ® l M i J ) = {alta(£)alt-l(z)) (v(i,f))(Ep:®l) 
= alta(i,i)(v(i,j))(Eiii®l) 
(using Lemma 3.3.22) = v(j_,i) v(i,f) v*(i,i)(Ejti ® 1) 
(using Lemma 3.3.23) = v*(i~i)(Ej_ti ® 1) H^-> (J ,T) = (i~j)* 
for /, j_ E Jn such that alt(i,j) = e. 
(e) 0 preserves multiplication: Suppose i,j,fc,/ € 7n such that alt(i,j) = e = alt(k,l). 
Then, 
( u * ( i j ) ( ^ ® l ) ) • (w*(fc,I)(^i® l ) ) 
= u*(z J ) (atta(i , J ) ) (< / (£ , ] ) ) (% ® l)(EhtL ® 1) 
= f*(i, j > ( i , J)f*(^,I))u*(i, J)5j,fc ( £y ® 1) (using Lemma 3.3.22) 
=%* (v{i,J)v(iJ))) (Ei,i ® 1) = 5j)& v*(iJ)(EitL ® 1) (using Lemma 3.3.24) 
On the other hand, one can easily deduce from the action of multiplication tangle in P 
that (i,j) • (k,l) = 5hk (id)-
(f) <j> preserves the action of left conditional expectation tangle: By Theorem 4.2.1 in [16], 
the action of left conditional expectation tangle £'n is given by Z|T = | / | ^M'nMn-i' 
Again, using the basis of M over N mentioned before, the conditional expectation onto 
M-commutant can be expressed as 
< £«;;'>) = \'\-' E {-Mm,, ® D) * (VWm,, ® i>) 
= | / | - 1 53(£7 i j® l )x (£7 j , i ®l) 
for x e i V ' n Mn_i. So, for i = (zi, • • • ,z„_i), j = (ji, • • • ,jn-\) € ^"~1 and A;,/ G / such 
that alt(k, i, j_, I) = e, we have 
^ T (v*(k,i,i,l)(E{kA)Xij) ® 1)J 
= J ] ( £ i j ® l)v*(k,iJd)(E{k,{),U) ® l)(^y,i ® 1) 
= 5 3 aM*,j')(v*(A:,i,7, 0 ) ( ^ j ® l)(^(fc,i),(ij) ® 1)(^,< ® 1) 
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= h,i^alta(i, k){v*(k,i, j , fc))(^(jii)i(iii) (8>1) 
iei 
= h,i^\k{k,hi,k)v*{i,i,^^{E^^j) ® 1) (using Lemma 3.3.25) 
On the other hand, one can easily check that the action of £'n is given by 
Z^(k,hiJ) = h,iY^Kk(kii,i,k) (i,i,j,i) 
iei 
• 
Corollary 3.3.27. Gwen a group G generated by a finite collection gi for i e i and a 
normalized 3-cocycle u> E Z3(G, S1), there exists a hyperfinite subfactor whose associated 
planar algebra is isomorphic to p(ft:ie/>.w. 
Proof: The proof follows from the fact (see [33], [17]) that any such cocycle ui can be 
realized as an obstruction the lifting of finitely group G sitting in Out(R) and Theorem 
3.3.26. D 
Remark 3.3.28. Note that the isomorphism <j) in the proof of Theorem 3.3.26 does not 
use the obstruction till the very last step involving the conditional expectation onto the M-
commutant. In particular, the filtered *-algebra structure does not involve the obstruction 
at all. 
Principal Graph 
Analyzing the filtered *-algebra structure, one can easily find that the principal graph 
r of Af C M is a specialized Cayley graph. If Gn = {alt(i) : i G / "} for n > 1, and 
Go = {e}, then Vn(T) = Gn\ Gn-\ denotes the set of vertices of V which are at a distance 
n from the root for n > 1, and V0(r) = {e}. The number of edges between g G Vn(T) 
and h G Vn+i(T) is Y^ieI6g,hgi (resp. J2ieiS99i,h) i f n i s o d d (resP- even). 
Remark 3.3.29. The most elegant feature of the planar algebra p<«:ie/>>^ is that the 
distinguished basis forms the 'loop-basis' of the filtered *-algebra arising out of random 
walk on the principal graph. This is because the 3- cocycle u does not feature at all in the 
actions (defined in Section 3.2) of multiplication, inclusion and unit tangles or applying 
*. However, the way we came up with such a planar algebra is in the reverse order as 
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presented here, that is, we first found the action of tangles on the relative commutants 
and then came up with the abstract prescription of the associated planar algebra. 
Any filtered *-algebra structure of a 'subfactor planar algebra' can be obtained from 
random walks on the principal graph; the only extra information encoded in the planar 
algebra which the principal graph cannot provide, is the action of left conditional expecta-
tion tangle (equivalently, the rotation tangle or the left-inclusion tangle with even number 
of strings). The main difficulty here had been the choice of the unitaries v(i) satisfy-
ing the conclusion of Lemma 3.3.22 in such a way that the basis elements of N' D Mn 
correspond to loops in the principal graph where the correspondence extends to a filtered 
*-algebra isomporphism. Note that this choice ofv(i) is unique up to a scalar in Sl; this 
choice is delicate in the sense that any other choice could bring in the involvement of the 
obstruction in the filtered *-algebra structure whereas the obstruction does not feature in 




In this chapter we study the standard invariant of a class of subfactors constructed by 
composing the fixed-point subalgebra inclusion and the crossed product algebra inclusion 
with respect to the outer action of two finite groups H and K on a, ll\ factor P - that 
is, PH C P x K. This class of subfactors, referred as the Bisch-Haagerup subfactor 
throughout this chapter, was introduced by the first author in a joint work with Uffe 
Haagerup in [4] where subfactors obtained by composition in general and this class in 
particular was studied extensively; he proved subsequent results with Sorin Popa in [6]. 
Several properties of these subfactors were characterized in terms of analogous properties 
of the group G generated by the images of H and K in Out(P). For instance it was 
proved in [4] that 
(i) The subfactor is of finite depth iff G is a finite group. 
(ii) If P is hyperfinite, then the subfactor is amenable iff G is an amenable group. 
(hi) If H and K act freely on G and P is hyperfinite, then the subfactor is strongly 
amenable iff the entropy of the group G with respect to a particular probability measure 
is zero. 
It was proved in [6] that (iv) The subfactor has property(T) in the sense of Popa (see 
[29]) iff G has Kazhdan's property (T). 
It is natural to expect a description of the standard invariant of the subfactor PH C P x K, 
in terms of the two groups H and K. The intrinsic planar structure possessed by standard 
invariants of subfactors of type Hi as discovered by Jones and formalized as planar 
algebras was mentioned in Chapter 2. Our aim in this chapter is to abstractly characterize 
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the standard invariant, or equivalently, the planar algebra associated to the subfactor 
PH C P x K, under the assumption that the group generated by H and K in Aut(P) 
intersects trivially with Inn(P). 
We begin by identifying the concrete model of the tower of basic construction of the 
subfactor PH C P x K using a Lemma characterizing the basic construction: 
PH C PxK C MK(C)®(P>iH) C MKxH(C)®(PxK) C MKxHxK{C)®(PxH) C ••• 
Then, we compute the relative commutants and exhibit a nice basis which is in one-to-
one correspondence with finite sequences of group elements coming alternately from K 
and H such that their product is identity in Aut(P); the key lemma used in this part is 
that every Galois automorphism of PH C P (that is, an automorphism of P fixing PH 
pointwise) is in H. In order to define the planar algebra abstractly, we investigated how 
a set of 'generating tangles' act on the relative commutants in the framework of Jones' 
Theorem (Theorem 4.2.1 in [16]). By generating tangles, we mean a class of tangles 
which can generate any tangle by composition. Interestingly, the abstract description 
of the planar algebra can be viewed as an IRF {Interactions 'Round a Face) model in 
Statistical Mechanics. For convenience, we will refer to this as IRF planar algebra. After 
defining the action of tangles, we showed that it is indeed well-defined and respects 
composition of tangles. The biggest obstacle was to prove the latter part which we 
achieved by considering different configurations that could arise out of composition of 
tangles. We also found that even if we twist the actions of H and K by conjugation 
by inner automorphisms, the planar algebra remains the same. Conversely, if we start 
with a subfactor whose planar algebra is isomorphic to the IRF planar algebra, then the 
subfactor is indeed one of the Bisch-Haagerup type; to prove this, we use the results on 
intermediate subfactors from [1]. 
4.1 Abstract IRF Planar Algebra 
In this section we will abstractly define the planar algebra corresponding to the Bisch-
Haagerup subfactor PH C P x K (as described in [4]). 
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Let G be a group generated by two of its finite subgroups H and K. Let us define 
M if n = 0 
S1 — 
On. — KxHxKxHx--- if n > 1 
v
 v ' 
(nf actors) 
s = ]Jsn 
n>0 
K, if n is even 
H, otherwise 
where e denotes the identity of the group G. Let /i : S —» G be the multiplication map. 
• ^ n — 
Terminology: 
By a face in an unlabelled tangle T, we will mean a connected component of D0 \ 
[(Ui=1 A ) UiS] where Do is the external disc, A is the i-th internal disc for i = 0,1, 2 • • • b 
and 5 is the set of strings of (an element in the isotopy class of) T. By an opening in a 
tangle, we will mean the subset of the boundary of a disc lying between two consecutive 
marked points. An opening will be called internal (resp., external) if it is a subset of the 
boundary of the internal (resp., external) disc. Note that the boundary of a generic face 
may be disconnected due to the presence of loops or networks inside it (see Figure 4.1). 
The set of connected components of the boundary of each face will have a single outer 
component and several (possibly none) inner component(s). 
Face with connected 
boundary having 3 
openings 
Face with connected 
boundary having no 
opening 
Face with connected boundary 
having 1 opening 
Face whose boundary 
has 3 connected components 
and 6 openings 
Figure 4.1: Example of faces in a tangle 
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Definition 4.1.30. A state f on a tangle T is a function / : {all openings in T] 
H \JK such that following holds: 
K, if the face containing a is shaded, 
H, otherwise. 
(i) / ( « ) € ^ 
(ii) Triviality on the outer component of the boundary of a face: 
Let «i , a2, • • • am be the openings on the outer component of the boundary of a face 
counted clockwise, then we must have 
f(a1r\f(a2y*...f(amr™ = e 
{ +1 , if ai is an external opening, 
— 1, otherwise. 
(iii) Triviality on internal discs: 
/ induces a map df : {Do, D\, • • • Db} —> Un>0 Sn defined by 
df(Dt) = ( / (a?) , f{af), • • • / ( < ) ) e 52ni 
where a[ , a2 , • • - a ^ , are consecutive openings counted clockwise such that a[ is 
the opening between the first and the second marked points of dDi. 
We demand that /j,(df(Di)) — e, for all i = 1, 2, • • • b. 
The above definition also applies to networks (positive or negative). 
Figure 4.2 illustrates conditions (ii) and (iii) of Definition 4.1.30; triviality on internal 
discs give 61626364 = C1C2C3C4 = d^dadidsdedfds = /1/2 = e and triviality on the outer 
component of the boundaries of faces give ai6j"1 = o ^ J = a^d^d^ b$ = c j f2~ = c2 — 
d^d^1 •= d^ = a4a66^1(i^1(i^1 = d7 = a5 = e. Note that the above relations also imply 
a\a2a3a4a5a6 — e, and cf cj / f = e. 
As the computation involving Figure 4.2 suggested, triviality on inner boundaries of a 
face and on the external disc are actually consequences of the definition of a state. This 
has been made precise in the following remark. 
Remark 4.1.31. Let f be a state on a tangle or a network. Then the following conditions 
hold: 
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Figure 4.2: An example of a state on an unlabelled tangle 
(ii)1 Triviality on every inner component of the boundary of a face; 
For every inner component of the boundary of a face with openings a\, cx.<i, • • • , am 
counted clockwise, we have f(ai)f(ot2) • • • f(am) = e. 
(iii)' Triviality on the external disc: 
This is just a restatement of condition (iii) in Definition J^.1.30 applied to the 
external disc only if its color is greater than zero. 
We prove the above remark using planar graphs. Without loss of generality, we may 
start with a tangle or a network which is connected. By a network or a tangle (with non-
zero color on its external disc) being connected, we mean that the union of the boundaries 
of all the discs and strings is a connected set; a 0-tangle is said to be connected if the 
network obtained after removing its external disc is connected. To each tangle or network, 
we associate a planar graph with vertex set as the set of all marked points on the internal 
and external discs, and edges being the openings and the strings. Further, we make 
this graph a directed one in such a way that the directions on the edges arising from 
the openings are induced by clockwise orientation on the boundary of the discs, and the 
remaining edges (coming from the strings) are free to have any direction. Any state / 
assigns group elements to edges arising from openings; we label each of the remaining 
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edges by e and that is why we did not put any restriction on the direction of such edges. 
Note that the definition of the state implies the following condition on the group labelled 
planar directed graph: 
Triviality on the boundary each bounded face of the graph1: 
If 9\i 92, • • • ,9m are the group elements assigned to consecutive edges around a face read 
clockwise, then 
9l 92 9m ~ e { +1, if i-th edge induces clockwise orientation in the face, 
— 1, otherwise. 
To establish Remark 4.1.31, it is enough to prove triviality on the boundary of the 
unbounded face. To see this, we first consider a pair of bounded faces which have at least 
one vertex or edge in common. If this pair is considered as a separate graph, then using 
triviality on each face, it is easy to check triviality on the boundary of the unbounded 
face of this pair. One can then use this fact inductively to deduce the desired result for 
the whole graph. 
Next, we move on to the definition of the planar algebra. Let the set of states on a 
tangle T be denoted by S(T). 
The vector spaces: 
For n > 0, define Pn = C{s G S2n • Kl) = e)-
Action of tangles: 
Let T be an unlabelled tangle with (possibly zero) internal disc(s) D ^ Z ^ r • • Db and 
external disc DQ where the color of Dj is nj. Then T defines a multilinear map, denoted 
by ZT : Pm <8> P„2 • • • <g> Pnb -> Pm. We will define ZT(si,£2, • • •£&) € P„0, where sj, € S2ni 
such that ju(sj) = e. In fact, we will just prescribe the coefficient of So € S2no (such that 
/i(so) = e) in the expansion of ZT(S±,£2, • • -ft) m terms of the canonical basis mentioned 
above. 
1
 Since we started with a connected tangle or network, the associated planar graph will be connected; 




Figure 4.3: Assigning scalars to maxima or minima 
We choose and fix a representative in the isotopy class of T and call it the standard 
form of T, denoted by T. It is assumed to satisfy the following properties: 
• f is in rectangular form - meaning that - all of its discs are replaced by boxes and 
it is placed in R2 in such a way that the boundaries of the boxes are parallel to the 
co-ordinate axes. 
• The first marked point on the boundary of each box is on the top left corner. 
• The collection of strings have finitely many local maxima or minima. 
• The external box can be sliced by horizontal lines in such a way that each maximum, 
minimum, internal box is in a different slice. 
To each local maximum or minimum of a string with end-points, we assign a scalar accord-
ing to Figure 4.3. Let p(T) denote the product of all scalars arising from the local max-
ima or minima and n+(T) (resp., ri-(T)) be the number of non-empty connected positive 
(resp., negative) network(s) in the tangle T. Then, the coefficient (ZT(SI_, fy, • • '£&)|so) of 
so in ZT{sx, £2, • • • £b) is given by: 
p(T) \H\n+{T)\K\n-{T) \{f e S{T) : <9/(A) = £i f°r all i = 0,1, • • • 6}| 
Note that there could be several standard form representatives for T. However, one 
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standard form representative for T can be transformed into another by a finite sequence 
of moves of the following three types: 
I. Horizontal or vertical sliding of boxes, 
II. Wiggling of the strings, 
III. Rotation of an internal box by a multiple of 360°. 
It is easy to check that the above three moves do not alter the number of connected 
networks and keeps | { / <G S(T) : df(Di) = £j for all i = 0,1, • • -h]\ unaltered. So, it 
remains to show that p(T) is unchanged under the moves. Type I moves are the easiest 
because they do not generate any new local maximum or minimum. In each of the moves 
of type II and III, there arises pair(s) of local maxima and minima in such a way that 
the two scalars assigned to each pair are inverses of each other; as a result, p(T) remains 
unchanged. 
Action of the tangles preserve composition: 
For S an no-tangle with internal discs D\,Di,- • • , A, having colors n\, n^, • • • , «t respec-
tively, and T an nj-tangle for some j € {1,2, •••&}, we would like to show ZS0D.T = 
Zs o {idpn x • • • ZT • • • x idpn ). For this, we first identify a set £ of annular tangles (with 
the distinguished internal disc as D\) which we call elementary tangles, namely, 
(i) Capping tangles: 
with col(Di) = n > 1, COI(DQ) = n — 1, and 1 < i < 2n~ 1 {col(D{) = 1 just means that 
there are no strings connecting the internal disc to the external disc), 
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(ii) Cap inclusion tangles: 
with col(Dx) = n > 0, col(D0) = n + 1 , and 1 < i < 2n + 1, 
(iii) Left inclusion tangles: 
with col(Di) = n > 0, col(D0) = n + 2, 
Disc inclusion tangles: 
(iv) (iv)' 
p strings g strings r strings 










with col(Di) — col(D0) = n > 0, col(D2) = <?, where p > 0 , <7>0, r > 0 such that 
p + (? + r = n and p is even. 
Note that any annular tangle can be expressed as a composition of the elementary 
tangles. To see this, express the annular tangle in standard form and cut it into horizontal 
strips each of which contains atmost one internal disc or one local maxima or minima. 
Now, the strip containing the distinguished internal disc inside the annular tangle can be 
obtained by composition of elementary tangles of type (iii) and type (ii) (more specifically, 
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the inclusion tangles); one can then glue the other strips consecutively one after the other 
along the lines of cutting to back the original tangle. Each such gluing operation is given 
by composition of an elementary tangle of types (i), (ii), (iv) or (iv) . So, to prove that 
the action of the tangles preserve composition, it is enough to prove ZEQD T = ZE ° Z? 
(resp., ZE0DIT — ZE ° (ZT X idpq)) for any tangle T and any E € E of type (i), (ii) or (iii) 
(resp. (iv) or (iv) ) whenever the composition makes sense. 
We fix an n-tangle T with internal discs D[, D'2,- • • ,D'b with colors ni, n<i, • • • , n& 
respectively, and an n0-tangle E G £ such that both T and E are in standard forms and 
color of Dx in E is n. Let us consider the standard form on E oDl T induced by the 
standard forms of E and T. Our goal is to show: 
{ZEODIT{SI,S2, •,'£b)l£o) = ^ (ZE{S)\SQ) (ZT(s1,s1,---Sb)\s) 
s.t. n(s)=e 
if E is of type (i), (ii) or (iii), and 
(ZEoDlT(s1,S2,--Sb,t)\so) = Y^ (ZE(s,t)\so) (ZT(S1,S1,--Sb)\s) 
s 6 S271 
s.t. /-/(s)=e 
if E is of type (iv) or (iv)' where Sj £ S ^ for 0 < j < b and t € Sq such that 
/i(sj) = e = fj,(t) for all j . An interesting situation arises when we pick elementary 
tangles of type (i), since composition of tangles in this case may lead to a change in 
the number of connected networks. The reasoning in the other cases is either similar or 
straightforward. 
For E being type (i) elementary tangle, the above equation is equivalent to: 
dfty) = £j 
P(E 0Dl T) |tf |»+(B°i^) \K\n-(E°DxT) feS(EoDlT) for 1 < j < b, 
df(Do) = £0 
= p(E)p(T) |iy|n+(JS)+n+(T) |i^|"-(£;)+«-(T) 
E ses2n 
s.t. n(s)=e 
f € S(E) 3 / ( 0 0 = 5 
df(Do) = so 
f € S(T) 
a/(£>;.) = ^ 
for 1 < j < b, 
a/TO=i 
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where D'0 denotes the external disc of T. First, observe that p(E oDl T) = p(E) p(T). To 
show the equality of the remaining scalars, we consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: The string which connects the z-th and the (i + l)-th points on Di in E, does 
not produce any new network in E oDl T other than those which are already present in 
T. 
Clearly, nt(EoDlT) — n£(T) (since no new network appears in EoDlT) and nt(E) = 0 
for e G {+, - } . 
A typical example of such a case can be viewed in the following picture where we label 
the openings on the internal discs of T by group elements coming from the coordinates of 
Sj for 1 < j < b, and the openings on Do of E by coordinates of sp_ = (c/i, #2, • • • , 92n-2)-
D0 
Figure 4.4: 
Using triviality on the boundary of faces in the definition of a state, we get 
/ € S{E) 
df{D1) = s 
df(Do) = £o 
7^0 / e S(E) 
df{D1) = s 
df(D0) = so 
s = (<?i, • • • , (Ji-2, (Qi-ig), e,g \ gu • • • , ,92»-2) € S2n for some g e JH. 
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df{D'i) = si 
for 1 < j < b, > 
df(DQ) = so J 
= E 
geLi 
f e S(T) for 1 < j < b, 
Carefully observing Figure 4.4 and using triviality on the boundary of faces once again, 
we get 
for 1 < j < b, 
df(DQ) = sQ 
feS(EoDlT) -£ 0, equivalently, equals to 1 
/ e S(T) = <5 g^bT-b? for l<j<b, 
df(D'Q) = §? 
where T]0 = ±1 according as the corresponding opening is external or internal. Conversely, 
is non-zero, then it has to equal to 1 since g l f
 T,geLt 
\ 
f € S(T) 
must be b^bf-'-bf 
for 1 < j < b, 
df(D'o) = ss 
?y triviality on the boundary of faces in T; from the unique state 
on T which makes the above sum non-zero, one can easily induce a well-defined state 
my)=fi 
on E oDl T, and hence 
proof of Case 1. 
feS(EoDlT) for 1 < j < b, 
df(D0) = 50 
= 1. This completes the 
Case 2: The string which connects the i-th and the (z + l)-th points on D\ in E, produces 
a new network in E oDl T other than those which are already present in T. 
First, let us assume that the new network is positive, equivalently, i is odd. Clearly, 
n^(EoDl T) = v.-(T) (since no new negative network appears in EoDl T), and n+(E lo£)l 
T) = n+(T) + 1. 
Further, assume that COI(DQ) > 1. In this case, nt(E) = 0 for e E {+, —}. A typical 
example of this case can be viewed in the following picture where we label the openings on 
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the internal discs of T by group elements coming from the coordinates of Sj for 1 < j < b, 
and the openings on DQ of E by coordinates of so = (gi, gi, • • • , gin--!)- So, in this case, 
D0 
Figure 4.5: 
it is enough to check 
\m f€S(EoDlT) 
91(1%)=% 
for 1 < j < b, 
df(D0) = so 
E f e S(T) 
dm)=tL 
for 1 < j < b, 
df(D'0) = s° 
li< feS(EoDlT) > is non-empty (equivalently, singleton), from Fig-
9/(DJ)=£i 
for 1 < j < 6, 
df(D0) = so 
ure 4.5, we have a\a2 • • -a,k = e and g^ib^bf • • -bf = e where rj3 — ±1 according as 
the corresponding opening is external or internal. For any g € H, define f9 by setting 
df(D'j) = Sj for 1 < j < b and df(D'Q) = s9. To check whether f3 is a state, we 
consider the face in T appearing in Figure 4.5; triviality on the boundary of this face is 
given by the equation g^tf^tij? • • -bf(gi^ig)aia2 • • -a^ = e which indeed holds. Trivial-
ity on all the other discs or faces is induced by the existence of the state on E oDl T. 
5/(£>J) =
 f i 
= 1 for all g € H. Conversely, if the right hand Thus, / G S(T) for 1 < j < b, 
df(D'0) = s9 
side is non-zero, then there exists g G H such that f9 (defined earlier) is a state on 
T. Analyzing Figure 4.5, we get g^bftif • • • bf (gi-ig)^1 • • -a^ la^x = e. Note that 
the opening between the i-th and the (i + l)-th points of the disc D'0 of T, is assigned 
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e. Now, if we consider the network appearing in Figure 4.5 separately, then we have 
triviality on each of its internal faces and discs (induced by f9 being a state); by Re-
mark 4.1.31 (ii) , we also have aia2 • • • a^ — e (triviality on the internal boundary of 
the external face of the network). This implies b^W? • • -b^'g^i — e; as a result, fh 
is a state for every h £ H. So, if right hand side is non-zero, then it has to be \H\; 
moreover, we get V^Wj? • • -bfgi-i = e which plays an important role in showing that 
/ € S(E oDl T) 
df{D,j) = sl 
for 1 < j < b, 
df(Da) = so 
T^  0 (equivalently, equals to 1). 
This finishes the proof for the case where i is odd. For i even, the proof is similar, 
except that one has to interchange \H\ and \K\. 
The subcase that deserves separate treatment is the one in which col(D0) = 0. In 
this case, n+(E) = 1 and | { / € S(E) : df{Dx) — s}\ = 5^e>e). Therefore, it is enough to 
show 
feS(EoDlT) 
df(D>) = ^ 
/ G S(T) for 1 < j < b, 
df(D'0) = (e,e) f 
The proof of the equality of the two sides is similar and is left to the reader. 
dm)=sA 
for 1 < j < b 
We now analyze the filtered *-algebra structure of P and the action of Jones projection 
tangles and conditional expectation tangles which will be useful in Section 4.3 to show 
that the P is isomorphic to the planar algebra arising from the Bisch-Haagerup subfactor. 




{e} if n = 0 
•••xH xK xH xK if n > 1 
*
 v ' -
(nfactors) 
{e} if n = 0 





Define ~ : Sn -> Sn by (si,s2 , • • • , sn)~= ( s „ \ - - - , s 2 1 » s i 1 ) f° r (si,s2,- • • , sn) € 5„ and 
let " : Sn —> Sn denote its inverse. 
Remark 4.1.32. We describe below the main structural features of the planar algebra 
P. 
(i) Identity: 
e if n = 0 
fnj ^-structure: Define * on P by defining on the basis as 
s* = {s2„-i~1, • • • ,s2~1,s1"1,s2»~1) 
where s = (sx, s2, • • • , s2n) G S2n such that /J,(S) = e for n > 1, and then extend 
conjugate linearly. Clearly, * is an involution. One also needs to verify whether the 
action of a tangle T preserves *, that is, Z?* o (* x • • • x *) = * o ZT; in particular, 
{ZT*(S\, • • • ,SI)\SQ) — (ZT(S±, • • • ,£b)|£o)- It is enough to check this equation for 
the cases when T has no internal disc or closed loops, and when T is an elementary 
tangle. The actual verification in each of these cases is completely routine and is 
left to the reader. 
(in) Multiplication: 
(oi, Zi,6i, hx) • (a2,l2,b2,h2) = K , s | (^i,hh,b2,h2hi) 
where Oj € Sn-\, fh £ Sn-i, U € Ln-\, hi € H such that /i(oj, lu 6*, hi) = e for 
i = 1,2 and n > 1 (where we consider the elements a^ and 6j to be void in the case 
ofn = I), 
(iv) Inclusion: 
Pn3s^ 22 ( s i '52,- • • ,sn-i,li,e,l2,sn+i,- ••s2n) € Pn+i 
such that lih=sn 
where s = (si,s2,--- , s2n) € S2n such that (j,(s) = e for n > 1, 
(v) Jones Projection Tangle: 
For P2, 
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\H\ z^/ieff(e' h,e,h J 
and for Pn+\ for n > 1, 
1 2 n n+1 
= \rJftviTJ 5€Sn-2 U^i ,e , /2 ,e , / 3 ! l , e ) 
s.t. hhl3=e 
(vi) Conditional Expectation Tangle from P n + 1 onto Pn: 
For n > 1, let s± G Sn-i, £2 G Sn-\, m\,m2 G £n-i> ' £ ^n> h £ H such that 
/i(&'i, mxm-ii S2, ft) = e. Then, 
1 2 n 
* 
* 
( s i ,7ni , / ,m 2 ,S2 , ft) = ^,e A/JL^Yj (£l> ml™2, £2, ft) 
and /or n = 0, 
= ^A,evffi|f 
fmij Conditional Expectation Tangle from P n onto Pit„: 







h,e \/w\ E k',k"eK (k',t, k", e) 
V
 s.t.k"k'=k2ki 
and for n — 1, 
ShrSkfA/TTrie Jh,eOk,e\f \K\(' 
4.2 Tower of basic construction and the relative com-
mutants 
Let P be a 11\ factor and G be a subgroup of Aut(P) intersecting trivially with Inn(P) 
(in other words, G acts outerly on P) such that G is generated by two of its finite 
subgroups H and K. Consider the associated Bisch-Haagerup subfactor PH C P xi K. 
In this section we will give a concrete realization of the tower of basic construction of this 
subfactor. First, let us recall a characterization of the basic construction of a finite index 
subfactor, the proof of which, being similar to that of Lemma 5.3.1 in [19] in the case of 
inclusion of finite-dimensional C*-algebras, is left to the reader. 
Lemma 4.2.33. Let N C M be a finite index subfactor with E : M —> TV being the 
trace-preserving conditional expectation, B be a II\ factor containing M as a subfactor 
and f be a projection in B satisfying: 
(i) fxf = E(x)f for allxE M 
(ii) B is the algebra generated by M and f. 
Then, B is isomorphic to the basic construction M\ of N C M. 
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Before going into the next lemma, we recall some basic facts and notations for the 
crossed product construction. Unless otherwise specified, we will reserve the symbol e 
for the identity element of a group. The crossed product P x K can be realized as the 
von Neumann subalgebra of £{l2(K) <g> L2{P)) (^ MK(C) ® £(L2(P))) generated by the 
images of P and K in the following way: 
P 3 x w-> ] T EKk ® k~\x) G MK(C) ® £{L2(P)) (4.2.1) 
i O f c ^ A ^ l G MK(C) <8> £(L2(P)) (4.2.2) 
where we set the convention of considering k(x) as the element of P obtained by applying 
the automorphism k on x (in P) and Afc is the matrix in M^-(C) corresponding to left 
multiplication by k. Consequently, the following commutation relation holds in P x K: 
kxk-1 = k(x) for all x G P, k G K (4.2.3) 
However, P y\ K can also be viewed as the vector space generated by elements of the 
form YlkcK xkk where xk G P where the multiplication structure is given by the relation 
(4.2.3). The unique trace on P xi K is given by: 
tri^Xkk) = tr(xe) 
k(=K 
and the unique trace-preserving conditional expectation is given by: 
keK 
If PK denotes the fixed point subalgebra of P , then P xi K is isomorphic to the basic 
construction of PK C P where the Jones projection is given by: 
implementing the conditional expectation: 
ei =
 w\12k £p*K 
EpDK(x) = - L ] T k(%) e P * for all x G P. 
fcGK 
The basic construction of P C P x if is isomorphic to M/r(C) ® P where the inclusion 
P x K c-> M^-(C) ® P is given by the maps (4.2.1), (4.2.2), and the corresponding 
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Jones projection is given by e% = Eefi (g> 1 € MK(C) ® P implementing the conditional 
expectation Kp>>K. The next element in the tower of basic construction is given by 
MK(C) ® (P x K) where the inclusion MK(C) <8> P --> MK(C) <g> (P x tf) is induced by 
the inclusion P C P x K" and the Jones projection is given by: 
e3 = ^ y V * ® A ; G M K ( C ) ® ( P x K ) (4.2.4) 
1
 ' keK 
implementing the conditional expectation: 
K^K)0P(EkiM ®x) = T^-Mxk2-X G P X /^ for all x G P, ku k2 G K (4.2.5) 
\K | 
where p/c is the matrix in MK(C) corresponding to right multiplication by k. 
Coming back to the context of Bisch-Haagerup subfactor we consider the unital in-
clusions PH -^> P xi K -^> M/c(C) (g) (P xi H) where the second inclusion factors through 
M/v(C) <8> P in the obvious way. 
Lemma 4.2.34. MK(C) ® (P X H) is the basic construction for PH C P x K with 
Jones projection e\ — ECfi <8> rjn J2heH h-
Proof: We need to show that conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.2.33 are satisfied. To 
show (i), let us assume that x = Y^keKxkk denotes a typical element of P x K. 
heH k'eK ' ' h'eH 
keK 
exxex = \Ee^e <g> — ] P hj x (Ee,e <g> 77-7 E H 
' ' heH ' ' h'eH 
= ( \ e ® Hn E ^) ( E Ef",k'h ® AT^x*)) (Ee,e ®TjflY^h') 
' ' " - " 
€
= ( E Ee,ehER,e ® —2 E ^^'J 
Veff 
- (X e ® —5 E h(xe)hh'^j 
h'eH 
whereas 




Therefore, LHS = RHS. 
To show (ii), it is enough to show that elements of the form Ekl }k2 c*D xh for x E P, h E 
H, ki,k2 € K are in the algebraic span of P x K and e\. Let us denote the Jones 
projection in P x / / corresponding to the inclusion PH c P b y / = 4 YlheH h- Thus, 
e i = £ e , e ® / e MK(C)®Px H. 
This implies 
PexP = Ee<e ® P / P = £e,e ®P*H C MK{C) ® P x f l 
where P in the left hand side is identified with its image inside MK(<C) <8> P x // (namely, 
the prescription given by (4.2.1)). Thus the algebraic span of P xi K and ej contains 
elements of the type Eefi ® x/i for a; € P , /i € / / . To obtain elements of the form 
Ekito ® x^> n o * e ^na* the relation XklEefi\k-i = i ^ , ^ holds in M/r(C). • 
Lemma 4.2.35. MK(C) <g) M#(C) 8 ( P x i ( ) is the basic construction for P x K C 
Affi-(C) <8> (P x i/) where the Jones projection is given by e2 = r^r ICfcetf Pfc-1 ® jEe,e ® &• 
Proof: The conditional expectation E K C M P > < / / ) is the composition E^P9PoE^f^H). 
Therefore, E(Ekuk2 ® xh) = 5h>ei^kixk2~1. 




k'zK h'eH k"€K 
= ^.eTTTjlf X ] Pk'~xEklMPk"-l®EeAhEe}e®k'xk"j 
k',k"€K 
= <WT7N2 ( 5Z ^ f t ' " 1 , ^ " ® ^ ® ^ " ) 
I K I k',k"€K 
whereas 
E(jBfcj,fc2 ®xh)e2 
I ' h'€H keK k'eK 
1^1 .eK 
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$h,e7ZTp( ]T^ Ekik,k2kk' ® Ee,e ® k 1xkk'\ 
\K, -
1
 I k,k'eK 
and the two sides are the same after renaming the indices. 
To show condition (ii), note that M?<-(C) ® (P x K) is algebraically generated by 
MK(C) ® P and rL J2keK Pk~l ® & (by the remarks preceding Equation (4.2.4)). The 
following holds in MK(C) ® MH(£) <g> (P x K) because of this fact and the way P sits 
inside Mn (C) ® P (since in the second tensor component we get expressions of the form 
Hh,h'eH Eh,hEe,eEh,thi which reduces to Ee,e): 
(MK{C) ® P)e2(MK(C) ® P) = MK(C) ® Ee,e ® ( P x i f ) 
=>(MK(C)®PxH)e2(MK(C)®PxH) = M K ( C ) ® M / / ( C ) ® ( P x ^ ) 
where the last implication is again due to the relation A/n£'e>eAft-i = E^^ in -M# (C). • 
Thus, we have the first two levels in the tower of basic construction: 
PH C P x K C MK(C) <g> (P x / / ) C M K x H (C) <g> (P x tf) 
where we identify MKxf,(C) with MK(C) ® M#(C). The next levels in the tower are 
obvious generalizations and we gather everything in the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.2.36. Let G be a group acting outerly on the Hi factor P such that G 
is generated by two of its finite subgroups H and K. Then the nth element of the tower 
of basic construction of the Bisch-Haagerup subfactor N = PH C P x K = M is given 
by: 
M n =*M<j B (C)®(PxL n ) 
where the inclusion of Mn inside Mn+\ is as follows: 
Mn 3 Esi ® x i-> ] T E&i ® Etti ® l~x{x) E Mn+1 for all xE P, a,te Sn 
Mn B E^t ® I H-> Es,L ® A; <g> e G M„+i /or all I € Ln, s,t<E Sn 
and the nth Jones projection is: 
M .. _ ) \ir\ £*eLn 7MSn_2 ® ft-' ® £e,e ® *, */ n > 1 
W\ EfceH ^e,e ® &, ifn = l . 
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Proof: We use induction. The case of n = 1 is a little different from the rest and is 
proved in Lemma 4.2.34 and the n — 2 case is proved in Lemma 4.2.35. Suppose 
the statement of the above proposition holds upto a level n (> 2). Now, the subfactor 
M„_i C Mn is isomorphic to: 
MSn_1 ® P x Ln_! C M5n_x ® M i n_1 ® P x L„ 
where we identify Msn„j <g> Min_x with Mgn and the inclusion is induced by identity over 
Msn_1 tensored with the inclusion of the subfactor P x Ln_i C MLn_x <g> P x L„. Using 
Lemma 4.2.35 for if = L„_i and / / = Ln, it is clear that the statement of the proposition 
holds for the level n + 1. • 
Remark 4.2.37. T/ie unique trace-preserving conditional expectation is given by: 
E ^ " + l ( E a , a <2> Emum2 <g> a;/) = ^ 7 7 - 7 E ^ ^ ® rnixm^l 
wftere sj_,S2 € Sn-i, mi.mi e Ln-i> / € Ln and x e P. 
We will now compute the relative commutants with the above model of basic con-
struction. For this, we need the following two lemmas, where we denote the set of 
automorphisms of M D N that fixes elements of N pointwise by Gal(N C M). 
Lemma 4.2.38. Let N C M be a finite index subfactor and 9 € Gal(N C M), then 
the bimodule ML2{9)M (where the module is L2(M) with usual left action of M but right 
action is twisted by 9) is a I-dimensional irreducible sub-bimodule of ML2(MI)M-
Proof: Define ug : L2(M) -> L2(M) by ug{x£l) = 9(x)tt for x e M where 12 is the cyclic 
and separating vector in the GNS construction with respect to the canonical trace tr. 
Note that ug{n\ • xQ • n?) = ue{n\xn%Vt) — n\ • 9{x)Vt • n2 for ni,ri2 G N, x G M. This 
implies ue E N' n Mx. Now define T :ML2(d)M -* ML2(MI)M by T(xfi) = xue9,x for 
x EM. It is completely routine to check that T is a well-defined M-M linear isometry 
and we leave this to the reader. • 
Corollary 4.2.39. H = Gal(PH C P) 
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Proof: Clearly H C Gal{PH C P) . 
Let 0 E Gal{PH C P). Note that
 PL2(P x H)P = ®heH pL2{h)P. Thus by Lemma 
4.2.38,
 PL2{0)p^pL2(h)p for some h G H. This implies 0 / r 1 E Inn(P) n Ga/(PH C 
P) = {idp} since P H c P is irreducible. Hence, 0 £ H. • 
Lemma 4.2.40. Let N C M be an irreducible subfactor, i.e N' n M = C and 6* € 
/l«f(M). For a: G M, the following are equivalent: 
(i) i ^ O and £0(2/) = 2/x for all y E N, 
(ii) x0 := |jfj| G W(M) and ^ d ^ o 0 G Gal(A^ C M). 
Proof (ii)=»(i) part is easy. 
For (i)=>(ii), note that we also have 6{y)x* = x*y for all y E N. Thus, x*x E d(N)'V\M 
and xx" e N'nM. Since N' n M = C, xx* = x*x = ||x||2. Hence, x0 e W(M) and 
x0 0(y) x0* = y for all y G iV. This implies ,44 0 o 0 G Gal(N C M). D 
Proposition 4.2.41. For i/ie Bisch-Haagerup subfactor N = P H c P xi /C = M, i/ie 
relative commutants N' n M„ and M' fl M„ are ywen 6j/; 
7V'nM„ 
C, 
span < ESl)S2 ®l 
Si,S2 G £ „ , 
I G L n , 
/ i (£ l )Z/ i ( s2) _ 1 G H 
if n = — 1 
V, i / n > 0 
M ' n M „ s 
C, 
s p a n < YjkeK Ek,kk0 ® % , t 2 ® * 
«/n = 0 
V, i / n > l . 
ti,hE Tn_i, 
&o = / i ( f i ) / /x ( i2 ) _ 1 
Proof: We compute the relative commutants in relation to the concrete model of the 
basic construction described in Proposition 4.2.36. Consider the inclusion 
N = PH 3 x h-> Yl E^ ® M s ) ~ V ) e M5n(C) (8 (P x £,„) = Mn . 
s6Sn 
Let w= YJ E^® xls^sJ E N'K Mn 
ieLn 
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&• wy — yw for all y € N 
leLn leLn 
** ^ J l ^ r ^ i y ) = Mf iT 'O/ )^ for all yeN,^ 
<* K^di^sJ (/"(£i)^(^2)_1)(y) = yM(si) (^ ) 2 l ) for all yeN,s1,s1eSn,le Ln 
Now, by Lemma 4.2.40 and Corollary 4.2.39, for s±, £2 £ 5„ and Z £ Z n^, 
M£i)(z'si,sa) 
^ i i ^ ^ ° ° ^ ^ 0 ° (M(£I)^(£2.) ^ e f f where x0 IKaXzLJII ' 
Moreover, .^liS2 7^  0 =$• AdXQ £ G n 7nn(P) = {«dP}. Since P is a factor, i 0 e C l 
implying . Thus, x^
 S2 will be nonzero only if //(£i)///(£2)-1 6 P and in such cases xl S2 
will be a scalar multiple of identity. Hence, N'CtM is spanned by the linearly independent 
set {E^^ (g> / : £1,£2 € Sn, I £ Ln, nis^l/J.^)'1 £ H}. 
For M' fl Mn where n > 1, we consider the inclusion 
M = PXKDP3X h-* J 3 £?M ® M * ) " ^ ) € M5n(C) ® (P x Ln) = Mn 
s€S„ 
M = PxKDK3k ^ A f c ® / T „ - i ® l € M 5 B ( C ) ® ( P > 4 l / „ ) = Mn 
Let 
u; J ] B M 0 4 f i l e M ' n M " 
Commutation of elements of Mn with that of P yields: 
there exist w with the above form and s±, s^ £ Sn, I £ Ln such that xla a 7^  0 «=> 
via calculations shown for the case of N' fl Mn; further, in such CElSGS, Xs s IS £L scalar 
multiple of 1. Now, 
wk — kw for all k 6 K 
<4> k~lwk = w; for all A; 6 -ft' 
<=> S (A^ ®/r„_l® !)(%,£, ®<,£20(^®^r„_1®l) 
Sl_,a2G5n, 
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Y^ #£1,52 ® ^ . ^ for all A; € A' 
<=> X I Afc lEkiMXk ® % t a ® x(fci,fi),(fta,f2)/ 
«l,«2€T„_i, 
J] ^!,fe ® % k ® X(fcl,tl),(fc2,t2) i for all A: G K 
fci.taeif, 








:C(A:i!f1),(fc2,t2) = X(kkiM),(kk2,t2) for all fc, k1;k2 e K, h,t2 e Tn_i, / G L„ 
Finally, combining the conditions that we get from considering commutation of w with 
elements of P and K, we can express w a s a linear combination of elements of the form: 
,kk2 & *-Jti,t2 5S » 
k€K 
where fci, k2 £ K, ^tgE Tn-\, I E Ln such that / c i / x ^ Z / i ^ ) - 1 ^ 1 = e. Equivalently, w 
can be realized as a linear combination of: 
Yl Ekk0\k ® %,ta ® * = Yl Ek>kk° ® %& ® * 
where ^ h G ^ n ^ , i G Ln such that ^(t^l^tg)"1 G if and fc0 = M^I^M^)"1- n 
Remark 4.2.42. The unique trace-preserving conditional expectation from N'r\Mn onto 
M' Pi Mn is gwen fry: 
E 
i 
C l ( 4 , f e ® -E'ti.k ® 0 = f^ciM(ii)i,fc2M(!2)TlFT 2-^ Ek,kki'lk2 ® Etite \K\ 
keK 
where k\, k2 G K, t\_, tg G Tn_i, / G L„ swc/i ^a£ ki/j,(ti)lfi(t2) 1k2 l G /f. 
Si,£2 G i>n, 
^ ( £ i ) ^ ( s 2 ) - 1 G / / 
Remark 4.2.43. The set (resp. 
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> ) forms a basis of N' fl Mn (resp. M' Pi EfeeK EkMo ® %*2 ® * / i ^ i ) / ^ ) - 1 S ^ » 
Mn)-
4.3 Main result 
In this section, our main goal is to show that the planar algebra defined in Section 
4.1, is isomorphic to the one arising from the Bisch-Haagerup subfactor PH C P x K. 
Conversely, any subfactor whose standard invariant is given by such planar algebra, is 
indeed of the Bisch-Haagerup type. 
We will use the following well-known fact regarding isomorphism of two planar alge-
bras and Theorem 4.2.1 of [16] describing the planar algebra arising from an extremal 
finite index subfactor. 
Fact: Let Pl and P2 be two planar algebras. Then P1 = P2 if and only if there exists a 
map I/J : P1 —> P2 such that: 
(i) ip is a filtered algebra isomorphism, 
(ii) ip preserves the actions of all possible Jones projection tangles and the (two types 
of) conditional expectation tangles. 
If Pi and P2 are *-planar algebras, then we consider the above isomorphisms to be He-
preserving. 
Let us denote the planar algebra in Section 4.1 by PBH and the one arising from the 
Bisch-Haagerup subfactor N = PHcPxK = M by PN^M. 
Theorem 4.3.44. PNcM =* PBH. 
Proof: Theorem 4.2.1 of [16] says: P^cM = N' n Mn where the nth Jones projection 
tangle is given by Sen, the conditional expectation tangle from P^cM onto P„SiM is 
SE^MT1 a n d t h e conditional expectation tangle from P^cM onto P/vncM is SE^^M^. 
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Define the map 
^ . pNcM _^ pBH 
U U by ipn(Esi,s2 <8> 0 = (£i>') £2. ^) 
,/, . pNcM __, pBH 
r n • r n ~^ -"n 
where n > 0, sj_, S2 G £„, / £ Ln such that / / ( s i ) / / / ^ ) - 1 G i / and ^(s^l^s^^h = e. 
Clearly, i/» is a vector space isomorphism by definition. In order to check that ^ is a 
filtered *-algebra isomorphism, we use Remark 4.1.32 (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). For instance, 
to show that ipn is an algebra homomorphism, we need to show 
which indeed holds by Remark 4.1.32 (iii). 
Now, it remains to show that ip preserves the action of Jones projection tangles and 
the two types of conditional expectation tangles. For this, we use Remark 4.1.32 (v), 
(vi) and (vii). Proof of each of the three kinds of tangles, is completely routine; however, 
we will discuss the action of conditional expectation tangle in details. Let us consider the 
conditional expectation tangle from n + 1 (colour of the internal disc) to colour n (colour 
of the external disc) applied to the element EsliS2 ® Emum2 <g) I G Pn+\M = N' (~) Mn\ by 
Jones's theorem (4.2.1 of [16]) and Remark 4.2.37, the output should be 
Ln\ IP ,<->. ~r, ™ — 1 6
^ Vjt^T\ Esl,s,®rmm2 
On the other hand, by Remark 4.1.32 (vi), the conditional expectation tangle applied 
to ipn+iiE^sz <8> Emiim2 ® I) = ( s i ,mi , r 1 ,m^ 1 , ^ , / i ( s2 )m 2 /m^V(£ i ) _ 1 ) i s S i v e n bY 
^>e VlL^Tj (£i.mim21 '£2.A i(£2)m2m^V(£i)~1)' 
This completes the proof. • 
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Corollary 4.3.45. Given any group G generated by two of its finite subgroups, there 
exists a hyperfinite subfactor with standard invariant described by PBH. Moreover, PBH 
is a spherical C* algebra. 
Proof: The proof follows from the fact that any finitely generated group G has an outer 
action on the hyperfinite Hi factor. • 
Theorem 4.3.46. Given a subfactor N C M with standard invariant isomorphic to 
PB!l, there exists an intermediate subfactor N C P C M and outer actions of H and K 
on P such that NcM~PHcPy\K. 
Proof: Let PNcM denote the planar algebra of N C M formed by its relative commutants 
and <p : pNcM —> PBH be a planar algebra isomorphism. Consider the element q = 
4>(e, e, e, e) G N'CiMi. Clearly (i) q is a projection, (ii) qe\ = e\ and (iii) EM((?) = l i ^ l ^ l . 
Using action of tangles and the planar algebra isomorphism 0, it also follows that 
iv) ( 7 1 r~q\ = 
The conditions (i) - (iv) asserts that q is an intermediate subfactor projection as described 
in [1]. Define P = Mfl {q}'. To show P is a factor, first note that 
P'DPcN'nP^N'nMn {q}' = </>(P?H n {(e, e, e, e)}') 
So, it is enough to show that PfH fl {(e,e, e, e)}' = CI. If x = Y^geKnH(9>9~1) ^ 
P 1 B / / n{(e ,e ,e ,e )} / , then 
(e ,e ,e , e ) -x = x- ( e ,e ,e ,e ) =» ^ \g(e,e,g,g~x) = ^ Xg(g, e, e,g~x) 
gEKflH geKnH 
Hence, Xg = 5fhe\e for all g £ K fl H and x € Cl . 
It remains to establish that N (resp. M) is the fixed-point subalgebra (resp. crossed-
product algebra) of P with respect to an outer action of the group H (resp. K). It is 
easy to prove (see [16]) that if the standard invariant of a subfactor TV C M is given 
by the planar algebra corresponding to the fixed-point subfactor (resp. crossed-product 
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subfactor) with respect to a finite group G, then there exist an outer action of G on M 
(resp, N) such that N (resp. M) is isomorphic to fixed-point subalgebra (crossed-product 
algebra) of the action. Again, if N C P C M is an intermediate subfactor and q is its 
corresponding intermediate subfactor projection, then the planar algebra of N C P (resp. 











































according as n is even or odd. (This result first appeared in [1] in an algebraic form and 
later expressed in the pictorial formalism of planar algebras in [8].) 
Getting back to our context, to get the planar algebra of N C P (resp. P C M), the 
elements in the image of the such idempotent tangles are given by the words with letters 
coming from K and H alternately where every element coming from K (respectively 
H) must necessarily be e. Such a planar algebra is the same as PBH with K = {e} 
(resp. H = {e}); by Theorem 4.3.44 this is indeed the planar algebra corresponding to 
fixed-point subfactor (resp. crossed-product subfactor) with respect to H (resp. K). • 
In Theorem 4.3.46, it is natural to ask whether the group generated by H and K in 
Out(P) is isomorphic to G. The effort to prove this fact is ongoing where we consider 
Bisch-Haagerup type subfactor in its full generality, that is, we discard the assumption 
that the group generated by H and K in Out(P) lifts to Aut(P) without any obstruction. 
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